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FROM T HE EDITOR |  DARRYL SELAND

FROM ARISTOTLE AND BURIDAN TO METASTABILITY AND DIGITAL
CIRCUITS.

Indecision
According to Nicholas Rescher in his writings, "Cosmos and Logos: Studies in Greek Philosophy," in responding
to the Sophist assertion that the Earth is a stationary body because it is a sphere and therefore the forces
acting upon it must be equal in all directions, Aristotle purportedly said the assertion “was as ridiculous as
saying that a man, being just as hungry as thirsty, and placed in between food and drink, must necessarily
remain where he is and starve to death.”

To my knowledge, this could be the earliest instance of sarcasm and the foundation for other famous
assertions, such as “Nice move, Baryshnikov!” or “Way to go, Einstein!”

For 14th century French philosopher Jean Buridan, it was the basis for Buridan s̓ Donkey, a popular thought
exercise that presented a paradox to the concept of free will. In the longest-lasting version of the hypothetical
situation, a hungry donkey is placed equidistant between two identical bales of hay. Paralyzed with indecision
as to which bale to choose, the donkey will inevitably starve to death.

Though much of the analysis of Buridan s̓ Donkey could just point us back to the idea that Aristotle was simply
deploying sarcasm to make his point, much of the analysis digs down into why humans can many times be
seemingly paralyzed by indecision. For instance, Michael Hauskeller, an associate professor of philosophy at
the University of Exeter, in his article, “Why Buridan s̓ Ass Doesnʼt Starve,” in Philosophy Now, asks us to
“Imagine you go to a restaurant. Looking at the menu, you discover that they serve your two favorite meals –
say asparagus and spinach tart. What will you do? You may hesitate for a while, but then you will make your
choice. You have to make a choice, donʼt you? Even if youʼre hungry or greedy enough to order both, you have
to decide which to eat first.”

Hauskeller lays out two general answers, that there is no reason for our decision or there is a reason that we
are unaware of, seemingly championing the latter, particularly when we are discussing human action,
providing examples and scenarios that suggest that based on our experiences, feelings, and preferences, we
must have a reason, known or unknown, for our decisions. And the biggest reason for having to make a
decision, one way or the other, is reality, or time.

In electrical engineering applications, a similar decision must be
made when converting voltage into the simple 0 and 1 that is
familiar in computing. The voltage can exist in a state of
metastability between the state of 0 and 1. Eventually, based on
the time designated in the system, the converter must make the
conversion, much like humans are o�en bound by time in making
a decision.

Thanks,
Aristotle!

Others have tried to break the paradox of Buridan s̓ Donkey as well. Metaphysically, some have dug into the idea
of nothing ever being identical, breaking down the donkey s̓ decision to a preference for le� or right, because if
the bales were truly identical, they would occupy the same space. Medically, there have been studies
monitoring our brainwaves as we attempt to make a choice between two “identical” snacks.

However, for a more recent, real world application of Buridan s̓ Donkey, we can look to the COVID vaccine. For
months, the world was reduced to hoping for the speedier-than-normal development of a vaccine. When they
became a reality, we were presented with two potential vaccines, then a third, and a myriad of information on
each one s̓ e�icacy and e�ectiveness, as well as many other potential treatments and approaches to protecting
ourselves and our loved ones from this coronavirus.

I still think Aristotle was just being sarcastic. Thanks, Aristotle!

To help with decisions on the shop floor, Bill Tandler suggests we turn to GD&T. See why in his article, “Turning
GD&T from Grim, Depressing & Troublesome Into Grand, Delightful & Tantalizing,” and everything else we have
to o�er in this month s̓ Quality.

Enjoy and thanks for reading!

Opening Background Image Source: James P. Hohner Jr.
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For all of the latest breaking news,
visit www.qualitymag.com

Landing AI Welcomes Machine Vision Expert to Help Drive Next
Era of AI
Landing AI announced that machine vision guru David L. Dechow is joining the expanding Landing AI team as
VP of Outreach and Vision Technology.

Dechow is widely recognized within the machine vision industry as a thought leader and expert in the
application and integration of machine vision and related advanced automation technologies.  His more than
35 years of experience in this field will further enhance Landing AI s̓ mission of bringing the benefits of deep
learning-based inspection to all industries including electronics, automotive, and medical devices.  

“Weʼre thrilled to have David join Landing AI and bring his hands-on expertise to helping manufacturers use
cutting-edge deep learning,” said Andrew Ng, founder & CEO of Landing AI. “The next era of AI is one in which
companies in all industries access the benefits of AI. David s̓ deep knowledge of machine vision and
automation will help us get there.”

Machine vision is projected to become a $13 billion global industry that s̓ used in everything from the
inspection of food products to quality verification in the assembly of batteries for electric vehicles. The
evolution of AI and deep learning is changing the so�ware part of machine vision and, when applied correctly,
can make machine vision tools more e�icient and productive.

Consumer tech companies like Google and Facebook pioneered the first era of AI with huge consumer datasets
feeding AI engines. With Landing AI s̓ data-centric approach, the application of deep learning no longer
depends on big data but on the data that entities actually have, in many cases even when the amount of
available data is limited.

“Adoption of deep learning for machine vision applications has been somewhat slow because of practical
problems including the challenges of on-line imaging and most importantly the potentially small datasets that
deep learning technology could not handle,” said Dechow. “But Landing AI s̓ technology makes cutting-edge
deep learning work for automated inspection, and I look forward to helping bring these benefits to all
manufacturers.”

Landing AI developed LandingLens™, a fast, easy to use enterprise MLOps platform. It helps manufacturers
apply AI and deep learning to solve visual inspection problems, find product defects more reliably, and
generate business value. When best practices are followed, machine vision and deep learning-based imaging
systems are capable of e�ective visual inspection and will improve e�iciency, increase throughput and drive
revenue.

“The combination of AI and machine vision will hasten the growth of the Industrial IOT,” said Scott MacDonald,
co-founder and managing partner of McRock Capital, Landing AI s̓ lead investor. “There s̓ no limit to what
innovative companies can do when great visions, minds, and technologies come together as they are at
Landing AI.”

Dechow comes to Landing AI from Integro Technologies, where he was principal vision systems architect. In
addition to his hands-on work with vision technologies, he is well-known for his many educational webcasts,
articles, and conference sessions covering topics in machine vision and industrial systems integration.  Dechow
is a member of the A3 Vision & Imaging Technical Advisory Board, and the A3 Vision & Imaging Education
Committee. The Association for Advancing Automation (A3) is the world's largest global automation trade
group.

For more information, visit https://landing.ai/.

NAM Announces Promotions
National Association of Manufacturers President and CEO Jay Timmons announced an evolution of the NAM
management team that will expand capabilities, leadership opportunities and innovations and strengthen
manufacturing in the United States for 2030 and beyond. Amid an unprecedented pandemic, historic
workforce shortages, supply chain and opportunity gap challenges, new and emerging threats to U.S.
manufacturing and the country, the digital transformation and once-in-a-generation policy and legal
achievements, manufacturers in the U.S. and the NAM continue to play an outsized role in creating the future
for people, communities and the country.

These leadership promotions will bolster the NAM s̓ impact as the industry s̓ unified voice. They will promote,
perpetuate and preserve the values that guide manufacturersʼ unrivaled contributions to society and make
America exceptional: free enterprise, competitiveness, individual liberty and equal opportunity.

“More than six years ago, the NAM Board of Directors put its support behind a vision to strengthen our
association and make the NAM a ʻone-stop shopʼ for manufacturers by expanding and diversifying the NAM s̓
portfolio of o�erings in advocacy, operational excellence, legal action, workforce development and news and
insights,” said Timmons. “The NAM s̓ record-breaking results in 2020 and 2021—in the face of crises many of us
have never seen in our lifetimes—were a direct result of turning that vision into reality with an entire team
resolutely focused on supporting manufacturers and America s̓ business sector every day. So, now we are
putting more responsibility in the hands of this immensely talented team that has proven in the best and worst
circumstances to be the strongest, most e�ective voice and resource for manufacturers in the United States.
We are ready to create the future for our industry and our country, with a focus on 2030 and beyond.”

The NAM ends 2021 with a net membership retention rate on track to be in the top historical tier in the 126-year
history of the association. Initiatives realized during the pandemic spurred tremendous growth for the
association in 2020 and 2021. Those initiatives included e�orts to mobilize and support manufacturersʼ
pandemic response and personal protective equipment production; advance vaccinations; provide greater
operational insights to the industry; run momentous campaigns for policy and legal wins, notably
infrastructure investment and pandemic relief; and deliver comprehensive solutions to the industry s̓ most
pressing issues, including workforce development.

“Our capability to drive solutions for manufacturers is central to everything we do, and we are aligning this
team to provide even more solutions moving forward,” said Timmons.

The following leadership promotions become e�ective January 1:

Erin Streeter will be named executive vice president of the NAM. Currently serving as senior vice
president of communications and brand strategy, Erin will work alongside the president and CEO to
set the strategic direction of the association and align and integrate teams, strengthen internal and
external communications and grow audiences toward that direction. She will continue to oversee all
brand, communications and marketing activities but will also add public a�airs and mobilization as
well as advocacy campaigns to her portfolio. The integration of these critical portfolios will ensure the
NAM is positioned to advance the needs and priorities of manufacturers by providing first-in-class
advocacy.

Carolyn Lee has been named president of The Manufacturing Institute by its board of directors. The
workforce crisis of more than one million open jobs today isnʼt just an existential threat to
manufacturing in America; it also threatens the security of our country. To meet this moment, the MI
continues to break new ground in supporting manufacturersʼ e�orts to recruit and retain a skilled,
diverse workforce. Lee s̓ focus for 2022 will be on developing a strategic growth plan and expanding
partnerships and thought leadership to carry the MI and the industry into the future.

Lee has asked Keith Smith to serve as chief administrative o�icer of the MI. In this new role, Smith will
work with Lee and the MI team to develop and implement a new organizational growth plan and help
achieve the strategic vision of the organization. As a member of the NAM senior sta�, Keith will also
continue his leadership of the Association Partnerships Division as a NAM senior vice president,
overseeing the NAM s̓ membership programs with association partners at the national, state and local
levels.

In addition to her current responsibilities as NAM chief of sta�, Alyssa Shooshan will assume
leadership of NAM Board strategy. Alyssa will advance board engagement, initiatives, mobilization,
partnerships and programming.

Six current NAM vice presidents will be promoted to the newly created role of managing vice president. This
group will be charged with leading the NAM s̓ leadership team in creating new opportunities in advocacy,
membership value/thought leadership and culture/operations. In addition to serving as counselors to the NAM
president and CEO, they will work with senior sta� on all issues impacting the association.

Adria Brockman, Managing Vice President of Membership

Jamie Hennigan, Managing Vice President of Communications and Public A�airs

Chrys Kefalas, Managing Vice President of Brand Strategy

Daryl Muller, Managing Vice President of Membership

Chris Netram, Managing Vice President of Tax and Domestic Economic Policy

Shonzia Thompson, Managing Vice President of Association Partnerships

Based on considerable input from across the association, the following team members will be promoted to vice
president and named to the NAM leadership team, which meets quarterly to help enhance and strengthen the
organization s̓ service to manufacturers and the country. The leadership team will be charged to work with the
managing vice presidents in a select area of the team s̓ portfolio.

Rob Damschen, Vice President of Strategic Communications

Mark Isaacson, Vice President of Executive Communications and Chief Speechwriter

Brian James, Vice President of Conference and O�ice Operations

Mike OʼBrien, Vice President of Public A�airs and Advocacy

Chris Schmitt, Vice President of Strategic Partnerships

Patrick Smith, Vice President of Member and Board Relations

Megan Stewart, Vice President of National Department

In recognition of the expansive growth of the MI, the following MI vice presidents will be named to the NAM s̓
leadership team:

Gardner Carrick, MI Vice President of Workforce Solutions

Herb Grant, MI Vice President of Operations

AJ Jorgenson, MI Vice President of Strategic Engagement and Inclusion

David McKnight, MI Vice President of Strategic Partnerships

A new group of leadership influencers, recognized by their peers as agents of organization-wide progress, was
also appointed for one-year terms to work directly with the NAM Leadership Team to provide insight and
counsel on key issues that a�ect the strategic direction of the NAM.

Cameron Alvarez, Art Director

Kristie Arslan, Senior Director, Member and Board Relations

Penny Brown, Content Director, Manufacturing Leadership Council

Julie Chase, Senior Compliance Counsel

Charles Crain, Senior Director, Tax and Domestic Economic Policy

Kirk Fordham, Senior Director, Member and Board Relations

Jeni Littlepage, Senior Manager, Benefits Administration

Ryan Ong, Director, International Business Policy

Cassi Zumbiel, Director, Workforce Programs and Policy, MI

For more information, visit www.nam.org.
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FACE OF QUALIT Y |  JIM L. SMITH

QUALITY DOESNʼT JUST HAPPEN.

Elusive Quality

What has happened to the quality professional? For some time, we have begun to talk and act more like part of
the financial department rather than quality assurance.

We say that our e�orts are directed at ensuring that customers get what they want and deserve. We want
customers to be overjoyed with our product and services. We tell everyone that quality function deployment
(QFD) is the way to achieve great designs, but we tend not to use the tool in many of our design processes.

Certainly, QFD is challenging, and many professional engineers do not readily embrace it. The tool works very
well, and quality professionals should lead the e�ort, but most donʼt. A small percent of Six Sigma (DFSS)
projects uses QFD as it should be used, taking design from the final product level to the component level.

We are measuring ourselves in dollars saved or reduced cycle time (all good measurements), but we tend to
minimize, or avoid, focus on increased customer satisfaction, or mean time to failure (MTTF). We used to stress
that quality was the first between three equals – quality, cost, and schedule (delivery), but in our actions, we
seem to be putting it last!  

The quality professional, maybe due to the influence of Six Sigma, is focused on cost reduction, not quality
improvement! With the advent of Six Sigma, Black Belts were created to lead team e�orts to reduce variation (a
quality metric). Many organizations justified Black Belts by telling management that each one should save
about $250,000 per project and complete 4-6 projects per year. Management was also told that if Black Belts do
not deliver these results, they are under-performing and should be replaced.

Does this sound like a quality objective or a financial
objective? I know no one in finance whose job depends on
saving $1 million dollars annually. If  the primary
measurement is dollars, the focus is on reducing cost, not
reducing variation, or improving quality!

The real quality objective is to
achieve increasingly better

products and services.

One large company, disappointed in their quality performance, hired me as the new quality manager whose
first assignment was to evaluate their lack of improvement in quality. Since this company had implemented a
Six Sigma initiative a while back, they seemed surprised at their declining quality indicators and wanted to
discover why this happened.

We started by randomly selecting recently completed projects for review. The only criteria was that the projects
had to be complete, and representative of projects completed within the last year. A�er analyzing five projects,
outcomes indicated:

1. Sta� support activities went from a review deficient the previous year to a profit the succeeding year. A
review indicated this turnaround was largely due to sta� reduction, mainly in the quality functions.
There were no process metrics or quality assurance measurements established to monitor process or
product quality.

2. Significant process changes were implemented to reduce processing time. There was no mention of
quality measurements, before or a�er. Changes were mainly a result of reduced or eliminated
verification gates, which negatively impacted sta� levels.

3. Another project further reduced year over year the number of quality support personnel. This was
done through combining and eliminating personnel. Nothing documented the e�ect on operations
personnel or ensuring internal or outgoing quality measurements.

4. Combining manufacturing engineering sta� with quality assurance personnel at one site resulted in
substantial payroll reductions. There was no documented plan to ensure quality levels of support to
factory floor operations.

5. Inventory reduction initiatives reduced expense. No measurements were documented to ensure
delivery dates were met.

Most were process-redesign projects, not minimizing variation projects. With my experience with Six Sigma, this
is reflective of many companies using this approach. This may be why Six Sigma programs have lost some of
their luster.

As quality professionals, we should support projects to redesign processes and to reduce inventory levels. To
eliminate excess costs is important to everyone concerned. As for quality, however, it has little positive e�ect
upon non-quality costs like scrap, rework, defects, or customer satisfaction. For any project, the concern is
that without the proper safeguards in place, quality can deteriorate.

A disturbing number of senior managers in all industries have seemed to lose interest in quality. Shame on
them, but equally shameful on the quality professional as both have lost focus on quality. We are more
interested in reducing cost, removing waste, and reducing cycle time. All admirable but not necessarily directly
related to quality enhancement.

Maybe it s̓ time we got back to basic quality principles. We talk about getting to the root cause of problems.
Well, we need to get to the root results of our actions by ensuring all projects include measurements to ensure
quality. It s̓ critical to measure the level of customer satisfaction, improvement in mean time to failure (MTTF),
reducing percent defective, preventing product recalls, and lowering return rates – not just focus on dollars
saved, inventory turns, or process performance.

Quality just doesnʼt happen; it must be nurtured every day with every action and project. The real quality
objective is to achieve increasingly better products and services. Peter Drucker, the late educator and author,
said, “What gets measured gets managed.” As many organizations have discovered, without focusing on
quality, the wrong measures can lead to negative results!

Opening Background Image Source: mypokcik / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Jim L. Smith has more than 45 years of industry experience in operations,
engineering, research & development and quality management.
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SPEAKING OF QUALIT Y  |   JANE D. KEATHLEY
 

USING NEW INFORMATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND/OR KNOWLEDGE IS
THE DISTINGUISHING FACTOR FOR INNOVATION.

Process Innovation or
Innovation Process?

When talking about processes and innovation it s̓ easy to confuse ʻprocess innovationʼ and ʻinnovation
process.̓  Both are important elements of a thriving organization, and it s̓ important to understand the
di�erences and utilize each of them e�ectively.

Innovation Process: How Does Innovation Get Done Around Here?
One way to think about the innovation process is that it is an overarching system. Your organization must
establish a common methodology that lets people know how innovation will get done across the organization
and sets the expectations for innovation.

The primary steps of the innovation process are relatively consistent across various models (1), and are shown
in Figure 1. Developing insights into a problem or need and identifying the opportunity inherent in solving it is
the first step. Note that this is almost always a process problem, where there is an issue that gets in the way of
optimal performance. It could be a customer experiencing an issue with a product, a group of people whose
ability to accomplish a common endeavor is constrained, or an organizational restriction that limits
performance. Innovation must start with a clear understanding of the problem.

Figure 1. Innovation Process (Source: Peter Merrill, 2020, used with
permission)

As the problem is being clarified, the innovation process moves forward to the creative, problem-solving phase.
Connecting new knowledge and potential resources together with a feasible solution is the objective here. The
process needs to have clear decision points to ensure progress and to focus resources as the solution matures
through multiple iterations. A step to narrow the list of solutions is sometimes included as a formal step in the
process.

From the short list of solutions, the next step is to refine and ready the selected solution for prime time. While
major changes should be complete by this point, there may be final adjustments, syncing up of components,
and cosmetic touches to be made before the o�icial launch.

Now the refined solution is ready to move into its intended environment for use. The business model around
its execution must be developed, to include, as applicable, communication to customers, availability and
access, and training and services.

By this time, new problems will have emerged, as well as new opportunities, and a new round of creative
problem solving will begin. Ideally, there will be multiple innovative endeavors underway at any one time, at
various stages within the innovation process.

Process Innovation: How Do Innovative Changes To Processes Get Done?
The innovation process is applied to any type of innovation, including operations. In terms of process
innovation, the desired outcome is to resolve the issue: process ine�iciencies? Poor quality outcomes?
Resource intensive? Using old technology? The list could go on and on, but the first step is always to define the
problem, then move on to creative solutions. Using new information, technology, and/or knowledge is the
distinguishing factor for innovation. Connecting knowledge from multiple sources, both external and internal,
is key to making the breakthrough changes that set an organization apart from its competitors.

A few tips on innovating processes:

Keep the end user as the focal point – even if the process is deep inside the organization, consider the
ultimate customer s̓ perspectives at each organizational level. For example, in the automotive sector,
research has shown that the customer experience – the end-to-end experience including purchasing
and ownership options, services, add-on products, etc., as well as vehicle performance  – has
superseded engineering capabilities as the primary competitive driver (2). Operations processes need
to be transformed to align with the overall customer experience.

Risk tolerance – are the risk criteria too restrictive? Wider tolerance ranges may be necessary,
especially in the early stages of identifying creative solutions. Also, consider basing risk evaluation on
factors such as complexity and ambiguity rather than failure modes (3).

Embrace new technologies – invest in necessary technologies and upskilled resources to develop a
deep understanding of the information related to the process. Manufacturers are increasingly using
data analysis, artificial intelligence, and automation for optimizing processes (4).

Leverage traditional quality tools – Deming taught that process innovation needed to be part of a
continuous improvement foundation (5). Continuous improvement models such as lean and Design
for Six Sigma are applicable and, in combination with new technologies and tools, can be powerful
enablers of process innovation.

In conclusion, a well-designed innovation process is the bedrock of innovative changes to processes. Process
innovation developed via the innovation process will focus on the end user, tolerate greater risks early in
development, use new information and technology, and leverage traditional continuous improvement
models.
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The Advanced
 

Force Tester:
ASSURING MATERIAL PROPERTIES

THROUGH MATERIAL TESTING
By Mark Fridman

QUALIT Y 101

One of the most fundamental decisions in mechanical design is selecting which material a part should be
produced from. O�en, a variety of factors will influence the success of a part: strength, elasticity, durability,
machining requirements, cost… not to mention electrical, thermal, and chemical e�ects can also conspire
against ongoing part performance and longevity.

This may sound daunting, but material selection has been greatly simplified through advancements in our
understanding of material properties. Countless material properties that characterize almost every imaginable
dimension are now organized within digital catalogs to provide engineers with quick insights as to how a given
material should behave when put into service.

As an entrée into the world of material science, let us take a step back to focus on a couple of key terms:
material properties and—the empirical basis of material properties—materials testing.

Material Properties
The scope of this discussion will be limited to mechanical
applications. But, speaking more broadly, material properties
can also characterize electrical, thermal, and chemical
behaviors, too.

Since material properties can characterize such a wide range
of attributes, countless performance predictions can be made
through mere calculation. Calculations can be as easy as
arithmetic or they can require advanced so�ware that will
map material properties over irregular geometries and then
churn through simulations. These calculations are
convenient as they give engineers a ballpark idea of how a
design might perform—and long before that prospective part
tangibly exists.

But any estimate of this kind will be confronted by some
inherent limitations. Regardless of how sophisticated the
calculations might be, these predictions remain merely
theoretical and cannot fully account for the natural
complexity of the physical world. Responsibility should
demand that we confirm theoretical predictions with actual
empirical data.

An advanced force tester is a
rigidly constructed vertical
frame with integrated control
panel, force sensor, and grips
appropriate to the
application.

A typical graphical representation of a materials test. Three recent runs are compared for
consistency.

Materials Testing
Physical materials testing allows engineers to decimate the residual uncertainties that haunt simulation
results. So, despite the undeniably impressive power of modern computing, real-life materials testing remains
necessary to validate the materials that comprise critical componentry.

But this is not to say computers have no place within material testing. To properly evaluate the mechanical
attributes and behaviors of a material, an advanced force tester can be employed. Traditionally known as a
materials testing machine, an advanced force tester relies on an integrated computer paired with a motion
controller to orchestrate a series of test stages, automatically capture and calculate predefined test results,
and generate graphical representations of the loading event.

By having an integrated computer continuously monitor each aspect of the test as it unfolds while controlling
crosshead motion in real-time, operator influence is sidelined to maximize the repeatability and reproducibility
of test results.

Adhesive properties can be
measured by subjecting a
tape sample to a 90° peel
test.  

Peel Resistance Tests
Take, for example, the ever-popular material tests that examine peel resistance. Intuition might suggest these
tests would be quite simple: just peel something resembling a piece of tape at a fixed speed and capture the
peak force that occurred while removing it from some surface. In this scenario, capturing the peak force that
occurred during the peel would tell us how much force was required to break the seal at its very strongest
point. But—come to think of it—do seals always fail because their very strongest point was not strong enough?

It turns out, evaluating the strength of a seal is actually not so simple. These tests typically aim to determine
both the average force that occurred over a given length of peel and also the minimum force that occurred
over that same length. Complicating matters further, test methods usually insist that the advanced force tester
ignores the beginning and end of the peel to only consider some predefined segment in the middle:

The results of a peel resistance test are expressed as a ratio. Most o�en, it is the ratio between the average
force that occurred during the peel divided by the width of the sample:

The peel resistance ratio of an adhesive allows an engineer to easily approximate the average force a given seal
would be able to sustain by just knowing the width of that seal. The convenience of this quick calculation begs
the question: why test at all when an engineer could just knock out some arithmetic on the back of a napkin?

In some basic-use cases, this approach might work out just fine. However, what if the application requires the
adhesive to be applied a di�erent substrate? Or perhaps an accelerant or coloring agent is added to the
formulation? Or maybe the assembly will be taken outside of the normal temperature, humidity, or pressure
criteria? Or imagine a circumstance where the adhesive manufacturer publishes performance specifications
that omit the tolerances and uncertainties that engineers need to develop a defensible risk profile.

These everyday concerns are excellent reasons why an engineer or quality control professional would enjoy
the assurance of designing their own material tests.

Creep Rate And Relaxation Rate Tests
Another common testing genre that typically requires the sophistication of an advanced force tester is creep
and relaxation rate testing. Creep and relaxation properties both essentially characterize the same
phenomenon: increasing mechanical compliance over time, but approached from opposite dimensions.

Creep Rate
Creep rate tests apply a fixed load to a sample and then hold that load constant for some predefined duration
of time; this action is designed to emulate the constant force created by a weight placed atop a sample or
pulling downward on the sample. During the hold period, the advanced force tester must constantly measure
and record the ongoing change in sample deflection that continually occurs. It will present the creep rate as
sample deflection per unit of time, as the following formula describes:

As far as most mechanical tests go, creep rate testing requires the advanced force tester to compute the
derivative of sample deflection taken with respect to time. This produces a test result that is dimensioned as a
slow speed. And, since most creep and relaxation rates are nonlinear, the method by which this rate of change
is calculated can dramatically impact the value, meaning, and reproducibility of test results.

Relaxation Rate
Like creep rate, relaxation rate examines the time function of material compliance. But relaxation rate tests
swap the roles of force and displacement by holding sample displacement constant while measuring the load
decay.

Relaxation rate tests also typically start out by applying some predefined load, but the purpose of this load is
merely to create a known and repeatable datum point. Once this datum has been established, the advanced
force tester then switches from controlling force to controlling position. A�er this transition, the advanced
force tester will either hold the sample in its current position over some duration of time or it will deflect the
sample some additional distance and then hold that new position constant. Either way, in the final step of this
test, the advanced force tester will continuously measure the decay in load over the hold time and calculate
test results.

Comparing the creep and relaxation rate equations, one can see how force and distance switch roles:

The results of creep and relaxation rate tests have sweeping consequences. For a moment, just let every load-
bearing application you can think of scroll through your mind: this could be everything from the exotic
materials used in automotive and aerospace applications, to essentially every construction material in use,
down to an ordinary stack of plastic bottles or cardboard boxes that must withstand palletization… the
implications are everywhere. While creep and relaxation rates may not garner the excitement of, say, the
ultimate tensile strength specification, their subtle importance is nearly ubiquitous.

In Summary
This discussion of material properties and material testing intends to drive home that, while cataloged
material properties do indeed expedite the design process, they leave engineers and quality folks with an
incomplete understanding of ultimate part performance.

To reach a high level of confidence before unveiling a product, the material content of that product should be
subjected to tests that emulate its prospective service life and generate applicable test results. An advanced
force tester s̓ configurability, repeatability, and reproducibility make it an indispensable tool in validating the
mechanical attributes of parts, assemblies, and their constituent materials.

Opening Background Video Source: johnason/Creatas Video via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Mark-10
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MEASUREMENT

Turning GD&T
From Grim, Depressing & Troublesome Into
Something Grand, Delightful & Tantalizing

FOR THE SAKE OF INDUSTRIES AROUND THE WORLD, IT IS TIME TO MAKE
GD&T MUCH EASIER TO USE, AND MUCH EASIER TO USE CORRECTLY.

By Bill Tandler

GD&T Confusion
Here, then, are a number of examples of confusing Y14.5 Standard terms and definitions, along with
recommended improvements. Reviewing these entries will require patience and perseverance, but doing so
will produce significant new clarity and hopefully a desire to begin pushing for a brand new standard - a
simplified, clarified, “rulified” gi� we so desperately need.

1.1 Terminology Revision – Material Condition Modifiers (S), (M) And (L):
Consider replacing the term: Material Condition Modifiers (S), (M) and (L) with the term “Tolerance Zone Size
Modifiers”. These modifiers do not “modify the condition of the material of a feature”, but instead either fix [
(S) ] or increase [ (M) or (L) ] the size of the tolerance zone imposed on a feature s̓ symmetry component, as the
feature departs from its virtual in-space (M) or virtual in-material (L) boundary. (S) requires the tolerance to be
(S)tuck at its indicated value, (M) provides (M)ore tolerance as the feature departs from its virtual in-space
boundary, and (L) provides (L)ots of tolerance as it departs from its virtual in-material boundary.

1.2 Symbology Extension – An Additional Tolerance Zone Size Modifier:
Consider extending the (S), (M) and (L) set with an “in-material” Regardless of Feature Size modifier (S-) to
enable a currently missing capability, and changing the current (S) modifier to (S+) to clarify its impact,
resulting in the new set (S+), (S-), (M) and (L).

1.3 Terminology Revision – Material Boundary Modifiers (S), (M) And (L):
Consider replacing the term: Material Boundary Modifier with the term “Tolerance Zone Mobility Modifier".
These modifiers do not “modify the material boundaries of Datum Features”, but instead either impose
(S)tability, or permit residual (M)obility in space, or residual (L)ability (as in “labile” = looseness) in material, of
Datum Feature Simulators relative to their mating Datum Features. Example: The modifier (M) permits taking
advantage of residual play between mating Datum Features during assembly.

1.4 Symbology Revisions & Extensions - Tolerance Zone Mobility Modifiers:
In order to eliminate user confusion regarding the di�erence between the impacts of Tolerance Zone Size and
Tolerance Zone Mobility modifiers, consider making the latter also look di�erent, namely switching from (S),
(M) and (L) to  , and , and, in order to impose in-material as well as in-space stability requirements, including
the modifier .

1.5 Definition - Datum Feature:
Current Definition Y14.5 2018: (§3.17 p.6) a feature that is identified with either a datum feature symbol or a
datum target symbol.

Recommended Definition: A specially labeled, imperfect physical surface of a real part which serves to
constrain rotational and translational degrees of freedom between mating parts during assembly and, when
listed in a Feature Control Frame, contributes to defining a Datum Reference Frame.

1.6 Definition - Datum Feature Simulator:
Y14.5 2018 Definition: (§3.18 p.6): The physical boundary used to establish a simulated datum from a specified
datum feature.

Recommended Definition: Datum Feature Simulators are perfect imaginary (in the world of CAD), or almost
perfect real (in the world of manufacturing and gaging), inverse Datum Features, which represent the mating
Datum Features of a part, and

1. from which we extract Datums,

2. in which we first establish Datum Reference Frames,

3. and with which we transfer Datum Reference Frames to actual parts, by mating them with their
associated Datum Features.

Because DRFs (Datum Reference Frames) are absolutely stable inside their simulator sets, simulators which are
free to residually rock, roll or trantslate relative to their mating Datum features produce residually mobile
DRFs and associated tolerance zones, which represent play between mating parts during assembly.

1.7 Definition - Datum:
Y14.5 2018 Definition (§3.14 p.5) a theoretically exact point, axis, line, plane, or combination thereof derived
from the true geometric counterpart.

Recommended Definition: A Datum is the minimum, mutually embedded set of a single, perfect imaginary
reference point and/or line and/or plane extracted from a Datum Feature Simulator, which together, fully
characterize its orientation and location. Purpose: Datums serve to constrain “starter” coordinate systems and
turn them into Datum Reference Frames. Here are images of all six possible Datums;

1.8 Definition - Datum Reference Frame:
Y14.5 2018 Definition: (§3.19 p.6) Three mutually perpendicular datum planes and three mutually
perpendicular axes at the intersections of those planes. Commentary: in other words, a Cartesian coordinate
system!!! Why not call it that?

Recommended Definition: A Datum Reference Frame is a Cartesian coordinate system, which is partially or fully
constrained by a set of Datums extracted from a set of Datum Feature Simulators, defined by a set of Datum
Features listed in a Feature Control Frame. Purpose: Datum Reference Frames serve, with the help of Basic
dimensions, to orient and locate tolerance zones in the part under consideration, and relate them to the
tolerance zones in the mating part.

Example: Consider a part with a primary cylindrical Datum Feature A which constrains pitch, yaw and two
degrees of translational freedom, and a secondary Datum Feature B, in the form of a countersink whose axis is
perpendicular to A, which, when engaged by a mating sphere, constrains roll and the last degree of
translational freedom. Their associated Datums are a line in the case of A and an o�set point in the case of B.
The two Datums themselves do not represent a Datum Reference Frame, but actually serve only to constrain a
three axis “starter” coordinate system and turn it into the applicable Datum Reference Frame.

1.9 Feature Control Frame Decoding:
Y14.5 2018: Note: No Feature Control Frame decoding processes are found in the Standard.

The Feature Control Frame Decoding Process: In order to be fully functional, the encoded instructions in a
Feature Control Frame must be uniquely decodable and certainly not open to “interpretation.” Here is an
example applied to a sha� using the newly recommended Tolerance Zone Mobility modifiers , ,  and :

The decoding process: “Position requires the bounded axis of the sha� to lie within a cylindrical tolerance zone
of diameter 0.5mm at MMC, expanding by as much as 0.6 mm as the sha� departs from Maximum toward Least
Material Condition, which is oriented and located by Basic dimensions relative to a Datum Reference Frame
established using Datum Feature A simulated tably in-material, Regardless of its Actual Material Boundary,
using Datum Feature B simulated obly at its Virtual Maximum Material Boundary, and using Datum Feature C
simulated ably (loosely) at its Virtual Least Material Boundary”.

1.10 Datum Reference Frame Establishment Processes & Rules:
Y14.5 2018 Process Definition: Datum Reference Frame concepts are dealt with in the Standard s̓ §7, including
text: pp.70-84, and illustrations pp. 85-147, but contain no definition of the Datum Reference Frame
establishment process or associated rules.

Recommended Datum Reference Frame Establishment Process Steps & Rules: Datum Reference Frames are
established using the following steps and rules:

Process Steps:

Step 1. Identify the Datum Features.

Step 2. Decode the Feature Control Frame. |_xx | Ø yy(M)| etc.    

Step 3. Construct the Datum Feature Simulators.

Step 4. Extract the Datums from their Simulators.

Step 5. Use the Datums to Constrain a Starter Coordinate System in the Simulators.

Step 6. Transfer the Datum Reference Frame to the actual part by mating its Datum Features with their
Simulators.

Process Rules:

Rule of Datum Feature Precedence (Y14.5M 2009 §4.10 p.58): Datum Features shall be used in the
order in which they appear in the defining Feature Control Frame, reading from le� to right.

Rule of Degrees of Constraint Precedence (SmartGD&T): Each Datum Feature shall first attempt to
constrain pitch and yaw, then roll and only then, any remaining degrees of translational freedom.

Rule of Non-Override (SmartGD&T): No Datum Feature may override degrees of freedom partially or
wholly constrained by higher precedence Datum Features.

The Can-May-Must Rule (SmartGD&T): If a Datum Feature can (is able to) and may (is permitted to)
constrain a degree of freedom, it must.

1.11     Example Of The Datum Reference Frame Establishment Process & Rules:

Ideas For Enabling Creation Of A New GD&T Standard
It is hoped that the above entries have enabled readers to discover the trouble we are in and the burning need
for a new standard based on simplicity, clarity, processes and rules, in order to enable enjoyable and
functional use of this magnificent tool. If  so, the next step must be to make it happen. But how?

The most e�ective – actually the only - way to clean up something so complex, in which every piece of the pie
depends on every other piece, is to start over. The common approach has always been to try to fix the existing
Standard, but, as demonstrated by the current Y14.5 2018 version, this did not work, nor will it ever work in the
case of a so many faceted, complex topic. The old always gets in the way of the new. Therefore, the only way is
to start over, as was the case with the British system of weights and measures when it was replaced by the
French Metric System. And so, it is time, it would seem, to encourage the Y14.5 Committee to start over, namely
to form a “GD&T Development Group” consisting of proven experts who are totally focused on the project and
absolutely dedicated to getting things right - not to proving they are right - and who also feel that the sooner
proven wrong, the better. And, in addition to an expert “Development Group,” the Committee must also be
encouraged to form an expert “Review Group,” and hopefully pay all the members for their time, and maybe
even pay them royalties to encourage aggressive, dedicated performance.

If readers are inclined to proceed, please review the source document (see the link below) containing the
entries used in this article plus many more, and then forward it with your comments to Fred Constantino, the
secretary of the ASME Y14.5 Standard Committee (ConstantinoF@asme.org ), in order to encourage them to
investigate and possibly address these concerns and ideas. They have lots of good people who will surely be
interested. And perhaps share a possible financing idea as well: namely recommend that corporations around
the world who recognize what they are missing, participate in financing the project, maybe in exchange for
receiving free access to the new standard for an agreed upon number of years.

Thank you for taking the time to read the article and, if you agree with its content and objectives, special
thanks on behalf of the whole world for gently encouraging our standard committee to consider these and the
many additional recommendations to be found in the source document.

Note: To download the source document “Proposal for a Clarified, Simplified, Rules & Processes Based, New ASME Y14.5 Standard”
go to: https://www.dropbox.com/s/10flnteb1sme1gg/-  Proposal for a Clarified-Simplified-Enhanced-and Rule Based Y14.5
Standard V8 2021-11-06.docx?dl=0

Opening Video Source: gorodenko�/Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Multi Metrics
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How AI and Machine
Vision Intersect

T EST  & INSPECT ION

NO MATTER HOW YOU SLICE IT, MACHINE VISION HAS BECOME MORE CAPABLE.
By Genevieve Diesing

Autonomous machine vision inspection provides quick, automated defect recognition and can implement the
knowledge it gains, thereby decreasing false alarms and erroneous scrap. In this way, it contributes to quality
improvements and operational e�iciency.

End-to-end automation is the vision of many plant managers, says Ofer Nir, vice president of products and
marketing at Inspekto.

“This is when every process on the production line is automated and fully controlled using robotic process
automation, preferably with smart capabilities delivered by artificial intelligence,” Nir says. “These assets
create a more agile, streamlined, e�icient production, impacting costs – increasing yield and decreasing
waste.”

Artificial intelligence (AI) is much more tolerant to variations in object shape and texture as well as context
conditions — such as lighting and contrast —than other methods, says Bruno Menard, so�ware director,
Teledyne DALSA. As a result, AI helps manufacturers achieve high accuracy in varying environments.

“For example, detecting defects of di�erent shapes on a highly textured background is more achievable with AI
than with traditional algorithms,” Menard says.

Because AI addresses imaging challenges that are not possible with traditional rule-based image processing,
such as finding patterns that the human eye canʼt detect, AI achieves results close to human quality
inspection.

“It can then save labor cost while assigning current personnel to other higher-value tasks,” Menard explains.

Components are getting smaller and quality standards stricter, while production environments are more fluid,
and consumersʼ demands change. This has led many manufacturers to seek machine vision solutions to
conduct visual inspection tasks, Nir says.

“To ensure quality and safety of components in various industries, minimizing the risk of recalls and increasing
customer loyalty while maintaining the production flow, automated visual inspection has been the missing
link for full automation,” he explains. “The conventional solutions integrate so�ware and hardware modules,
but o�en make for a bundle of various parts which require machine vision experts to define, procure, connect
and configure at the customer site.”

Menard agrees. Introducing AI in machine vision systems allows integrators to remain competitive in the
market, and adoption is spreading, he says.

AI is easier to set up and tweak than traditional rule-based algorithms, too. Organizations need only to provide
data samples and obtain models — there is no need to adjust a series of numerical parameters.

“AI-based systems are o�en easier to update for new cases than those based on classical image processing,”
Menard says. “For example, inspecting a new variant of PCB with new components can be easily re-trained with
a series of new samples without having to require engineering time.”

An AI tool can provide an object-detection algorithm thatʼs easily trainable using just a few tens of samples. Source: Teledyne
DALSA

AI saves engineering time, as non-engineers can train neural networks using GUI tools and a collection of
image samples. Re-training at runtime, or continual learning, can also be performed by operators on a
deployed system.

While smart manufacturing and AI has plenty of potential, it s̓ not yet a perfect solution. Due to inherent
technology constraints, the domain of visual quality inspection didnʼt evolve accordingly, Nir says.

“As of today, collecting enough ʻgoodʼ data to obtain acceptable accuracy from AI is still likely the biggest
challenge,” Menard says. “Recent algorithms can train with less data but still need a minimum of reliable data
to be usable in practice.”

Building proper and su�icient annotated data is also not always possible, Menard says. Today, unsupervised
learning algorithms help reduce the amount of annotated data required for training a system.

“Neural networks are inherently made for processing small resolution images,” he adds. “Locating small
details, or defects, in high-resolution images is a challenge. Some algorithms are tailored for that problem by
preprocessing the data in such a way to avoid losing original resolution.”

Obtaining good accuracy and speed on edge devices
is still di�icult, he says. Many networks are still
complex and heavy. For example, segmentation and
image-to-image make them di�icult to run on low-
power devices.

As market demand for shorter lots, quick changes
and shorter NPI processes increases, recruiting a
skilled production workforce is becoming more
di�icult, Nir says.

“This dynamic eco-system and continuous evolution
in manufacturing needs creates the demand for a
quality inspection solution that will deliver the
agility of humans with the accuracy and repeatability
of a machine,” he says. This is where dynamic
machine vision capabilities, specifically with
autonomous performance, compensate for the lack
of skilled human-based inspection.

“Our vision is to simplify visual quality assurance,
ensuring operational e�iciency, creating better
quality and less waste – impacting the profitability
and competitiveness of our customers in various
industries,” Nir says.

Components are getting smaller and quality standards
stricter, while production environments are more fluid, and
consumersʼ demands change. This has led many
manufacturers to seek machine vision solutions to conduct
visual inspection tasks. Source: Inspekto

Menard says the field is moving from traditional, PC-based machine vision to edge processing and AI. The goal is
to bring lower cost, lower latency, bandwidth reduction, and autonomy to small, intelligent devices. Menard
also pinpoints the following developments in this space:

Linux OS adoption for cost reduction and performance improvement on embedded platforms.

Python language migration for simplicity of prototyping, evaluation, and display. Now a broader range of
developers, including scientists, can use programming.

Sensors are bigger — several tens of mega pixels are not rare — which requires more processing power and date
reduction techniques.

Sensing devices are becoming more varied, including devices SWIR, LWIR, X-ray, and polarized options.

3D machine vision is gaining tracking in various markets. This requires precise and fast measurements and is
sometimes combined with classical color and 2D measurements.

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are well-matched to AI image processing systems. Source: Teledyne DALSA

Specialized processors for AI and parallel processing are growing rapidly. This includes neuromorphic sensors
and spike neural networks to imitate brain and save power.

No matter how you slice it, machine vision has become more capable. Smaller form factors for hardware are
available, without sacrificing functionality.

“So�ware solutions are o�ering deep learning and machine learning functionality as well,” says Alex Shikany,
vice president of membership and business intelligence, A3. “Vision technology is converging with other
automation technologies like robotics, motion control and artificial intelligence.”

Rich Dickerson, marketing manager at JAI, agrees.

“There is no question that machine vision solutions have become more accepted and highly valued for their
ability to improve quality across a wide range of industries,” he says. “They are also seen as less of a threat to
jobs and more of a change agent that shi�s the emphasis from boring, repetitive manual inspection tasks to
higher-value analytical and process improvement functions.”

Opening Image Source: Inspekto

Genevieve Diesing is a contributing editor of Quality.
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How Collaborative Is Your

Manufacturing Application?
THE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE MANUFACTURING APPLICATION
WILL DETERMINE HOW AND HOW OFTEN THE HUMAN AND ROBOT
WILL COLLABORATE. By Alberto Moel

Over the last few years, collaborative robotics has come to the fore as a way to increase manufacturing
flexibility and improve ROI. When considering a human-robot collaborative workcell, we explicitly incorporate
and expect humans to be safely working close to and/or interacting with the robot during operation. How this
interaction takes place has been extensively analyzed , and the potential approaches are as varied as the range
of applications. And the economics of human-robot collaboration can be compelling.

The conventional wisdom in human-robot collaboration is to use a Power and Force Limited (PFL) robot.
However, PFL robots are limited in payload and speed in order to remain safe upon human contact. Hence, if
your application involves larger payloads, higher operating speeds, or there are other hazards in the workcell or
on the robot the benefits of PFL are eliminated and might as well use a traditional robot. And pretty much any
robot out there can be made collaborative through Speed and Separation Monitoring (SSM).  

In this article, we step back and consider a general approach that could be helpful when incorporating human-
robot collaboration in manufacturing. Our analysis hinges on the fact that workcell operations have a cycle
time and the level of human interaction is dependent on the application, its design, and operation.

Although in principle most human interactions could be “automated away” (reducing the level of
collaboration), it may not be economically or technically feasible to do so while retaining manufacturing
flexibility. In other words, there is no ROI to the automation e�ort – it costs too much and takes away the
flexibility that humans provide. In that case, retaining human input into the process through human-robot
collaboration is very frequently the best approach.

The Cycle Time Continuum
First, note that pretty much all manufacturing workcells (collaborative or not) are repetitively performing
some discrete manufacturing step (assembly, weld, paint, package, palletize, you name it) on a sequence of
workpieces that are “fed” to the workcell, “worked on” by an amount of time (the cycle time ), and the process
repeated with the next workpiece. Some examples:

A workcell consisting of a robot feeding metal parts to a CNC for deburring. Every deburring step
takes, say, 10 seconds and the robot is feeding the parts to be deburred from a bin holding 20 input
parts and putting the finished parts on a bin holding 20 output parts. Then, roughly at a cycle time of
200 seconds, there needs to be a machine tending operation where a bin with unprocessed parts
needs to be brought to the robot and similarly a bin with processed parts needs to be removed from
the workcell.

If the CNC step were, instead, a machining step and it took 30 seconds with each part fed individually
(with or without a robot), we would need an operator load station to feed parts directly to the
machine at a cycle time of 30 seconds.  

Or, perhaps a palletizer (or depalletizer) where a pallet is assembled (or disassembled) every four
minutes (240 seconds) and full (or empty) pallets need to be brought in and out of the palletizer.

Or, consider a parts presentation application, where the workpiece is “presented” to a human or an
automated system for processing: cabling, fastening, quality assurance, parts attachment, etc. This
presentation can occur multiple times in the same cycle (as in the video of Veo Robotics CTO Clara Vu
performing three assembly and QA steps on an appliance).  

All these applications run the gamut of cycle times from a few seconds (for example, single-part machine
tending) to minutes, as would be the case of the palletizer or the multi-step processing of a complex workpiece
such as a large appliance or an automobile.

The Human Interaction Frequency Metric
The design and operation of the manufacturing application will determine how and how o�en the human and
robot will collaborate. At one extreme, there is no collaboration, and the application runs unattended
 throughout the operating cycle. In that case, a simple and sturdy cage with a lockout/tagout mechanism is
su�icient to isolate humans from the robots.

At the next level, it could be that the application requires the simplest form of “collaboration” where the robot
and human are in proximity to each other but do not really interact with each other during robot operation. In
that case, a PFL robot, a light curtain, or 2D scanner could be su�icient for peak cycle time performance.

The applications discussed above all fall in the “definitely collaborative” category; the only question is how
o�en human interaction occurs. In the case of an operator load station with a human feeding parts one by one
to a robot or a machine, the interaction is once per cycle, which can be every few seconds. For a palletizer, it is
twice per cycle—once to bring in an empty pallet and once to take out a full pallet. But the cycle is much
longer, perhaps in the range of minutes.  And in the case of parts presentation, this interaction could be
multiple times per cycle. The opposite end of the continuum is also possible where interaction occurs every
few cycles, for example in the case of a machine tending application where many output bins can be handled
automatically before human intervention is required.

We can take these applications, and others not discussed, and the two metrics—cycle time and human
interaction frequency—and plot them on a graph, as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Classification of collaborative applications  

A simple conclusion is that the more human interactions across time, the more “collaborative” the application.
This happens as cycle time gets shorter and the interactions per cycle increase. If we can optimize this
interaction time, we would improve the e�iciency of human-robot collaboration, lowering production costs
and enhancing manufacturing economics.

References:

1. See for example, Bdiwi et al, A new strategy for ensuring human safety during various levels  of interaction with industrial robots or Federico Vicentiniʼs  Terminology
in safety of collaborative robotics for a good review of practical human-robot collaboration.

2. At Veo Robotics, we have delved into this  question before, where we found benefits  in lower capital expenditures, faster cycle times, shorter fault recovery, and
lower reconfiguration costs.

3. This  fact is  not adequately appreciated. All forms of ISO ISO 10218-1 certification for collaborative workcells  require that the robot itself have 3rd-party certified
Category 0 and Category 1 stops per ISO 13850 or ISO 60204-1. Every robot sold commercially has 3rd-party safety certified Category 0 and Category 1 stops.

4. To be clear, we are defining cycle time as the time it takes to complete a single process step, not the time to complete the whole manufacturing process (which is
more precisely the inverse of the throughput, or units  per unit time).

5. Except possibly for routine maintenance, unexpected repairs, or fault recovery during operation.  

6. In reality, the interaction is  likely to be more than twice per cycle as, on occasion, there could be a dropped box or misaligned box that requires human intervention
to correct.

Opening Image Source: Gol�ywatt/Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Alberto Moel is the vice president strategy and partnerships, Veo Robotics.
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PIXEL
THE SHRINKING

T EST  & INSPECT ION

WHAT MOTIVATES SMALLER PIXELS? ITʼS MAINLY COST,
WHICH IS DIRECTLY TIED TO IMAGE SENSOR SIZE.

By Perry West

How small can pixels on an image sensor become? We probably donʼt know the answer except that they might
become very, very small. Semiconductor processing is able to produce features as small as 5 nanometers. And
while this extremely small size may not work for pixels on an image sensor, it shows we are not anywhere near
the size limit.

In the early days of machine vision, pixels were 17µm. A bit later, with the appearance of VGA resolution sensors
in a 2/3 inch format, they became 13µm. From that point on smaller sensors and higher resolution have pushed
pixel size downward to 10µm, 7µm, 3.45µ, 2.2µm, and even to 0.8µm today. At least one image sensor company
has a roadmap to 0.4µm pixel size.

Figure 2 - Silicon Wafer 
Photo by Rob Bulmahn, Creative
Commons LicenseFigure 1 - The Shrinking Pixel

What motivates smaller pixels? It s̓ mainly cost, which is directly tied to image sensor size.

A processed 300mm wafer costs between $4,000 and $14,000 depending mainly on the “node” or how small the
features can be. The node ranges from 45nm down to 5nm with smaller node processes costing more. It also
depends on the number of process steps needed to fabricate the wafer. Also, wafers are processed in lots of at
least 20 wafers.

To gain economy, it becomes necessary to increase the number of image sensors per wafer. The easiest way is
to make the image sensors smaller.

Smaller image sensors conflict with the demand for ever higher image resolutions – the number or rows and
columns of pixels – or megapixels.

How does a company create both smaller image sensors and maintain or increase image resolution? Only by
making the pixels smaller.

What is the downside of small pixels? The first drawback is noise. A dominant form of noise in image sensing is
photon shot noise – an e�ect of quantum physics. Photon shot noise is proportional to the square root of the
number of photo-generated electrons. The more photo generated electrons, the lower photon shot noise is as
a percentage of the signal.

Larger pixels have a larger area to capture photons and a larger capacity to store photo generated electrons
called the full well capacity. Because smaller pixels have a corresponding smaller full well capacity, their
photon shot noise will be proportionally larger.

Another drawback to small pixels is having optics that will match the pixel size. There s̓ a formula for
di�raction, the fundamental limitation of lens resolution:

R = 1.22 λ f#
Where λ is the wavelength of light and f# is the f-number of a lens.

For λ=555nm, green light where the human eye is most sensitive, and f-number = 1, a very wide lens, the
resolution limit is 0.68µm. Before you conclude that optics can resolve detail commensurate with the small
pixel, realize this is a theoretical limit that does not take into account other lens aberrations. Also, lenses with
low f-numbers are more di�icult to design and more expensive to manufacture.

The design of a di�raction limited lens with a wide aperture is possible. It is a very complex lens with
exceptionally tight manufacturing tolerance, and excludes much flexibility such as the ability to focus to
di�erent working distances. As such, it would become a very expensive custom lens.

Figure 4 - MTF of Image SensorFigure 3 - Lens MTF

There are some upsides to small pixels. One will become apparent when we look deeper into resolution.
Another may emerge when we look into how the small pixels can be used together in groups.

Perhaps you know about modulation transfer function (MTF) for a lens. This shows the contrast a lens can
produce as a function of detail called spatial frequency. To understand spatial frequency, consider that you
have a pair of lines, one white and one black, both equal in width. Now ask how many of these line pairs will fit
side by side in a millimeter. As the lines become narrower, more pairs will fit into one millimeter. The width of
the lines represents the detail the lens can resolve optically.

Notice, as the spatial frequency increases, there comes a point where the lens cannot produce any contrast; it
cannot resolve this detail. For vision system work, 20% contrast is o�en used as a target limitation on lens
resolution or the spatial frequency.

Many people do not realize an image sensor also has a MTF. And it s̓ di�erent from that of a lens. The contrast
starts out at 100% and gradually declines to zero. Then something strange happens; it continues, but it s̓
negative. What is happening in this negative region is that the information is a�ected by aliasing – the
di�erence between the spatial frequency, the spacing of the light and dark lines, and the pixel spacing. The
point where contrast reaches zero is the Nyquist limit and is two times the pixel size.

Figure 6 - Matched MTF Curves for Lens and Image SensorFigure 5 - MTF of Image Sensor and High Resolution Lens

It is common for people to pick a lens with optical resolution well above the Nyquist limit. This means that the
corrupted data from the image sensor will deliver an image where edge profiles are corrupted. Systems making
precision measurements may have their accuracy limited by this corruption. 

One possible solution is to pick a lens with an optical resolution limit right around the Nyquist limit. This
prevents image data corruption. The combined imaging MTF is just the two MTF curves multiplied together. At
a point where the lens gives 20% contrast and the image sensor gives 20% contrast, the contrast in the image
will only be 4%, possibly too low for many applications.

Figure 8 - Bayer Filter Pattern on an Image SensorFigure 7 - Lens Limited MTF

When the Nyquist limit for the image sensor exceeds the lensʼ optical resolution, then aliasing does not corrupt
the image and the combined contrast can be higher than that of a matched sensor and lens. We should not
forget, though, that this comes at the expense of a somewhat noisier image and more image data to transmit
and process. 

Using groups of small pixels rather than individual pixels may give improved imaging capabilities. For example,
the very common Bayer filter pattern where each pixel has a color filter over it and the other two colors for
three-color imaging are derived by interpolating nearest neighbors gives rise to artifacts such as purple
fringing.

Figure 10 - 4x4 Bayer Filter Pattern
Figure 9 - Enlargement Showing Purple Fringing
Photo by Hayden Kirchner, Creative Commons License

Suppose, instead of the Bayer pattern on adjacent pixels, a four-by-four array of small neighboring pixels had
color filters and the image sensor could bin, that is, combine, the signals from pixels with the same color filters.
This would virtually eliminate the purple fringe and also, through binning, reduce the e�ect of photon shot
noise. 

The idea for three color filters, red, green, and blue, is to reproduce most of the color gamut visible to humans
that have three di�erent color sensors, cones, on the retina. For a di�erent model, look at the mantis shrimp.
Its eyes have twelve di�erent cones enabling it to see beyond the visible spectrum into ultraviolet and infrared.
Not only can the mantis shrimp see wavelengths not visible to humans, it has the potential to di�erentiate
colors better than humans. The mantis shrimp is also able to sense the polarization of light.

Figure 12 - Multi-Spectral and Polarization Filter Pattern
Figure 11 - Mantis Shrimp
Photo by Francois Libert, Creative Commons License

Returning to the four-by-four group of small pixels, it would be possible to use a range of color filters to extend
the color gamut and discrimination and also to sense polarization of light. This arrangement would introduce
the ability to perform multi-spectral or hyperspectral imaging into 2D image sensors.

In conclusion, pixels will shrink driven by cost pressures of consumer devices where the engineer cost to
mitigate their limitation is amortized over huge volumes. For most technical imaging, the pixel size will likely
stay around 3µm where noise is more manageable and lenses more practical to design and manufacture.
However, groups of small pixels used in unique ways may also open new imaging opportunities.

Opening Video Background Source: luza studios/Creatas Video via Getty Images.

Source for images not otherwise specified: Automated Vision Systems Inc.
 

Perry C. West is president of Automated Vision Systems Inc. (San Jose, CA). For more information, call
(408) 267-1746, e-mail perry@autovis.com or visit www.autovis.com.
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Manual Data Entry
And Its E�ects On Quality

SOFT WARE & ANALYSIS

LETʼS LOOK AT THE SCARY TRUTH BEHIND MANUAL DATA ENTRY
AS IT RELATES TO THE CALIBRATION PROCESS.

By Heikki Laurila

Manual data entry is still commonly used in many industrial processes even though it s̓ slow and labor
intensive. Why? Well in short, that s̓ the way it s̓ always been done. If there isnʼt another way of handling the
data, this is the only option.

Let s̓ look at the scary truth behind manual data entry as it relates to the calibration process.

Before we dive into the quality issues that arise from manual data entry, let s̓ review the ways in which data is
handled in industrial calibration processes.

1. Pen & Paper
Paper forms are still a very common method for capturing calibration data in the field. Later, this data is
manually typed into a computer – many times by another person. This leaves two potential error risks. First,
the data is written incorrectly in the field. Second, the data is transposed improperly when typed into the
system.

2. Manual Entry Into A Calibration System
In some cases, calibration data is typed into either a Microso� Excel file or a dedicated calibration so�ware
program. In order to do so, the technician must carry a laptop or mobile device into the field. This process for
data entry limits the number of manual touchpoints to only one as opposed to two, like in the pen and paper
process.

3. Electronic Data Storage
The fastest and most error proof method for storing calibration data. Calibration data is stored in calibration
equipment electronically and then is transferred into the calibration so�ware system. This process does not
include any manual data entry steps and therefore can eliminate all the human error, making it the ideal
method for quality management.

For calibrations where there are gages, indicators, displays, or similar that need to be read visually, there will
still be some manual data entry. However, some calibrators have a feature to check that the data entered is
within accepted values and may also have a graphical indication of the data quality for easy verification.

Now that weʼve looked at some of the ways in which calibration data is handled, let s̓ dive into the ugly truth
behind manual data entry errors.

Typical Error Rate In Manual Data Entry Is About 1%
Based on some research, it appears that the average error rate in manual data entry is about 1%. While it is
di�icult to quantify that rate, we can all assume that there is an error rate associated with manual data entry.
The error rate can also fluctuate if the data being entered is complicated, if the user is tired or in a hurry, or if
someone simply has handwriting that is di�icult to read.  

For example, in the picture on the le�, we see calibration data that has been entered manually using a paper
form. Some of the numbers are possibly incorrect, it is certainly not easy to read, manual error calculations
have been le� undone, and it is di�icult to tell if  that was a pass or fail. If  we wanted to find out who signed o�
on that, it would be rather hard.

On the right side however, you can see the same calibration data on a documenting calibrator. This data is
stored automatically and electronically in the calibrator s̓ memory, errors are calculated automatically,
pass/fail is done automatically, results are sent electronically to the calibration so�ware for storing and
certificate printing, and so on. Clearly, the calibration data is more reliable.

What Does 1% Error Look Like In The Calibration Process?
First o�, calibration data includes a lot of numbers, o�en with decimals. It is very rare to see calibration data
entered as an “even number” (20mA is more likely to be 20.012 mA). In fact, seeing round numbers in
calibration data is something that would cause some agencies, such as the U.S. FDA (Food and Drug
Administration), to question during an audit.

Secondly, when calibrating a process instrument, such as a transmitter, the input and output data should be
captured at the same time, which is di�icult. If  the values are dri�ing, additional error will be introduced if the
numbers are not recorded at the same time.

And finally, in process instrument calibration, there are typically five calibration points (25% steps with 0%,
25%, 50%, 75% and 100%), and both the input and output need to be recorded. That makes 10 calibration data
points. Plus, other data such as reference standards used, environmental data, date, time, etc. also must be
entered.

On average, approximately 20 data points need to be entered during the calibration process. With a 1% error
rate, this means every fi�h calibration will include incorrect data. If one calibration includes 20 data points,
then five calibrations include 100 data points. A 1% error rate means that data would be entered incorrectly
once every 100 data points and therefore, every fi�h calibration will include faulty data.

However, as mentioned above, in a paper-based system, calibration data is o�en manually entered twice. Once
in the field by the technician and then again in the workshop when being entered into the system. This means
that each calibration has 40 data points instead of 20, and statistically, 40 % of calibrations made will include
faulty data. Told you this was ugly.

If you do manual calibration data entry using the two-phase system (written down in the field and entered
manually in the workshop) about 40% of your calibration records include errors!

In a typical process site that performs 10,000 calibrations annually, all manually entered using the two-phase
data entry process, statistically, they will have 4,000 calibrations with faulty data!

Now that we know the possible number of errors that can be found in manually entered data, how do we
address the significance of these errors? That, of course, will depend on the situation.

If the manually entered data is wildly inaccurate, for example, if  a nominal 4 mA zero point of a transmitter is
entered as 40.02 mA, it will most likely be noticed at some point. But when it s̓ noticed, what do you do? Just
move the decimal point? Repeat the calibration?

If the error is small, for example, if  the transmitter s̓ zero point is erroneously recorded as 4.02 mA when it was
actually 4.20 mA, that error may not be noticed at all. If  the transmitter s̓ current of 4.20 mA would be out of
tolerance and require correction, then entering the data as 4.02 mA will mean the transmitter passed and it will
continuously measure with a too-large error.

In this worst-case scenario, data entry error will lead to a situation where a faulty calibration is being
considered passed.

Now that weʼve looked at the implications of these errors and how a small 1% error rate can grow
exponentially when taking into consideration the shear amount of data points required for each calibration,
you may be surprised (or perhaps not) to know that manual data entry is still being used in many calibration
processes, even in highly regulated industries such as pharmaceutical, food and beverage, nuclear power and
many others.

As we move to a more digital world, data is becoming more important than ever. Many of the decisions we make
on a day-to-day basis are based on the data we see. Data quality and integrity should be paramount to all facets
of the process industry.

What if you could avoid all human errors related to manual calibration data entry?

What if, at the same time, you could make the data entry process much faster, saving time?

What, you may ask, would be the cost for such a system? Can you a�ord it?

In return I would ask, what are the costs of all the errors in your calibration data? What would be the value of
such a system to you? Can you a�ord to be without it?

There must be a better way.

With an integrated calibration solution, you can replace manually entering calibration data with the most
highly automated calibration data collection on the market.

In a nutshell, an integrated calibration system comprises calibration so�ware, documenting calibrators, and
mobile data-entry devices communicating seamlessly. Also, the calibration so�ware can be integrated with
your maintenance management system (CMMS) to enable a paperless automated flow of calibration work
orders from the CMMS to the calibration so�ware and acknowledgement of the work done from the calibration
so�ware to the CMMS.

Opening Image Source: kzenon/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Beamex

Heikki Laurila, product marketing manager, Beamex. For more information,
visit www.beamex.com/solutions/integrated-calibration-solution.
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When the Going Gets Tough

MANAGEMENT

LEADING MANUFACTURERS KNOW THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT.
By Michelle Bangert

While 2021 was a challenging year for many, others found ways to excel in spite of everything. Even amidst a
pandemic, these companies continued to shine.

Our annual Quality Leadership ranking provides much-deserved recognition for companies that prioritize
quality. The survey was conducted in the fall of 2021. As with past rankings, companies were evaluated on a
range of factors, including continuous improvement and quality programs; contribution of quality to
profitability and shareholder value; average number of hours that employees receive quality training; scrap
and rework as a percentage of sales; warranty costs as a percentage of sales; and registration to various
standards such as ISO 9001. Do you think your company excels in these areas? If so, look for our survey this fall
and perhaps you will see your company listed in 2023.

Thank you to all those who completed this year s̓ survey. We always look forward to hearing from you and we
couldnʼt do it without you.

1. THK America, Inc.
Schaumburg, IL  —  www.thk.com

Although you may not be familiar with THK, you may have used their products. As the company says on their
website, when asked, “Where are THK s̓ products used, anyway?” The answer is: “All around you!” This means
“In the manufacturing field, in research helping to building the future, and in everyday life -- LM Guides, Ball
Splines, Ball Screws, Cross Roller Rings and other THK products may not be easily visible, but they play an
highly important role.”

The company s̓ linear motion (LM) guide system can improve many applications. “Our linear motion system
enabled rapid improvements in the accuracy, speed and labor-saving potential of advanced mechatronic
instruments,” according to the company. “With THK s̓ LM Guides, machine tools and industrial robots become
capable of ultra-precise operations, and semiconductor-manufacturing devices can operate in submicron
units. More recently, the system has been applied in liquid crystal manufacturing lines, railway carriages,
assistive vehicles, medical equipment, skyscrapers and residences, and amusement devices.”

According to the company, THK focuses on toughness, high quality, and know-how, saying, “We aim to
contribute to the improvement of society and development of industry by focusing on these three principles in
our technology development and product manufacturing processes.”

1
Source:  THK America, Inc.

2. Electro Product Management Inc.
Fairfield, NJ  —  www.epmtechsales.com

Ray DʼAlessandro and his wife, Clorinda, started Electro Product Management Inc. in 2001.

The company specializes in designing, verification testing, environmental stress screening procedures, tests
and hardware for electrical, electronic, and electromechanical (EEE) components used in the aerospace,
defense, and industrial electronics industries. The ISO 9001:2015 and AS9100D certified and ITAR registered
company has about 18 employees—many who have been with the company from its early days—four
contractors, and no salespeople. “Business is based on recurring sales,” says DʼAlessandro, VP-Engineering,
which means that quality and service both must be top-notch, he says. “Quality is the most important thing
that I live by,̓  says DʼAlessandro. “Customers keep coming back. They trust us, and they know that theyʼre going
to get their parts back with no issues.”

“Having the right people, with the proper training, and treat them with respect. That s̓ my formula,” he says.

The company tests components for a variety of high-profile aerospace and defense contractors in accordance
with standard and customer driven specifications. This might mean testing for a missile system, a submarine,
or an aircra�. “All these parts have to have a reliability high enough to withstand these extreme environments,”
he notes.

While military specifications are not the easiest thing to read if youʼre not familiar with them, DʼAlessandro
notes that the company s̓ services are much clearer. “Our services are provided with the utmost transparency,”
he says, with a quotation and detailed plan. Customers can even visit the lab to see the testing take place if
they wish.

DʼAlessandro o�ers this advice to other companies looking to improve quality: “Most importantly, treat your
employees with respect,” he says. “They will appreciate that and want to do a good job, which translates into
good quality and good service.” He tells his sta�, “As a small company, Iʼm only good as you and your
performance.”

In addition to respect, he emphasizes the importance of training. Employees go through yearly training, and
the company continues to adapt to changing market requirements. For example, they are now working on
their cyber security certification, which every contractor in the defense supply chain must go through. Since
they started the process a while ago, they are now ahead of the process.
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3. COC Aerospace Inc.
Camarillo, CA  —  www.coc-aerospace.com

It s̓ no secret that aerospace has no room for errors. COC Aerospace takes its mission seriously, with more than
fi�y years of experience and customers in 40 countries.

The family-owned company focuses on just one aircra� type, Northrop F-5. They are headquartered at
Camarillo Airport (KCMA) and have o�ices and shop facilities right on the runway. On the company s̓ website,
CEO Chris Garville says, “COC was founded in 1967 by my father, Armando Garville. He was first generation
Italian American raised in ʻHells Kitchenʼ New York. He served 5 ½ years in WWII, awarded two purple hearts,
retired as Captain US Army. His passion for excellence, ethics and integrity live on at COC today.”

The company is AS9100 Rev D, approved globally by Airbus Defense and approved on F-5 by the U.S. Navy. The
company s̓ innovations include: “COC designed F-5 parking brakes, anti-skid braking systems, canopy
refurbishment and upgrade, complex structural spares, rebuild of leading edge flaps, rudders, main wing
panels, landing gear and more.”

They work with technologies such as photogrammetry, surface so�ware, laser trackers, electronic discharge
machining and video projected work instructions to accomplish their goals.
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4. Tecnova Electronics
Waukegan, IL  —  www.tecnova.com  

Tecnova Electronics tops our Quality Leadership ranking year a�er year. And despite the pandemic, theyʼve still
maintained their edge. Parts shortages have not stopped the electronics manufacturer from producing quality
products—though they have had to deal with a lot in the past year. Though 2020 involved longer lead times
than normal, last year shortages really began in earnest—with lead times for some parts of 52 weeks—and they
donʼt expect this to improve for the first half of 2022.

In order to maintain their quality and growth, the company expanded their planning and purchasing teams
and added new technology to quote more e�iciently, says President Terence Coleman Jr. This meant adding
additional experienced buyers to search for new qualified suppliers and constantly adjusting the build
schedule. “I am calling this year a large puzzle,” says Kathy Fox, executive vice president. “Weʼre constantly
shi�ing our schedule to accommodate the parts that are available. Weʼre building in smaller quantities to
accommodate our customers as much as we can. It hasnʼt reduced our business; although, we have a larger
backlog than weʼre used to having.”

“We are encouraging all of our customers to plan much further out than they are used to,” Fox says. “Start
thinking about the future much sooner. There s̓ just not parts readily available.”

Maintaining high quality in the face of these challenges is still possible, however.

“A lot of it has to do with flexibility,” says Scott Martin, quality manager. In addition to being flexible, they
continue to rely on their established quality programs. This involves a lot of training as well as clear visual work
instructions that are constantly tweaked to address any issues, as well as ISO certification.

And these quality objectives are never far away. As Fox notes, the quality objectives are listed right on
everyone s̓ badge to get in and out of the building.

New technology is also contributing to their success. In the past few months they began working with new
smart camera technology on the production line. Though it was still in a pilot phase when we spoke, the
company said it looked very promising so far.

“I think training is one of the key factors and making sure our equipment is running well,” Fox says. A�er all,
even the best-trained people canʼt do much if the equipment malfunctions.
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5. IRP MEDICAL, A Part Of Integrated Polymer Solutions     
San Clemente, CA  —  www.irpmedical.com

When sta� at IRP Medical find themselves in a hospital or clinic, they o�en find themselves looking around.
O�en, they will spot a familiar component, leading to a proud moment of “Hey, we made that!”

Rey Obnamia, VP of technology & regulatory & operating partner at IRP Medical, says employees understand
the critical nature of their products. “We reach out to customers to ask, ʻWhere are the devices used? How does
it save lives?ʼ”

Once employees understand where a part is used, they understand why the company inspects every
component so carefully.

“Quality comes first because it saves lives,” he says. “If that one piece of a component fails, it can cause medical
failure and could lead to the death of a patient. And that patient could be you. Or a family member.
Components have to work correctly all the time.”

For the past thirty-two years, IRP Medical has been dedicated to a singular focus: custom molding critical to
function engineered components for the medical device industry.

With ISO 13485 certification and FDA registration, the company s̓ 40,000 square foot facility is focused entirely
on the medical industry. The company currently works with class 1 and 2 medical devices but is planning on
expanding into class 3, implantable devices and silicone extrusions. To maintain the required high quality, the
company uses tools such as Lean, 5S, Kaizen, Jidoka (Build In Quality) and other concepts of TPS (Toyota
Production System). It was a culture change. This has been working well for the company, as seen in their sales
and revenue growth as well as quality.

The key to quality involves taking these ideas to heart and really understanding the problem s̓ root cause, says
Obnamia. He cites the concept that you have to “understand it a mile deep although you may only move an
inch forward.”

In other words, moving as fast as you can means that you may miss some opportunities, he says. Therefore,
they focus on every component knowing that it could be life-changing for a patient.

“This commitment makes us proud in serving our industry,” Obnamia says. “We can say, ʻI think weʼve saved
some people s̓ lives today.̓ ”
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6 Elect romed http://www.smartvest.com New Prague, Minnesota

7 Skyko Int ernat ional, LLC https://www.skykointl.com Plattsburgh, New York

8 Excel Connect ion, Inc. http://www.excelconn.com Milwaukee, Wisconsin

9 Lit t lest own Foundry, Inc. http://www.littlestownfoundry.com Littlestown, Pennsylvania

10 Deere & Company http://deere.com Moline, Illinois

11 Presrit e Corporat ion http://www.presrite.com Cleveland, Ohio

12 Branham Corporat ion http://www.branhamcorp.com Louisville, Kentucky

13 RCO Eng ineering , Inc. http://www.rcoeng.com Roseville, Michigan

14 Harbor St eel and Supply Corporat ion http://www.harborsteel.com Muskegon, Michigan

15 American Aluminum Ext rusion https://www.americanaluminum.com Roscoe, Illinois

16 FlawTech America, LLC http://www.flawtech.com Concord, North Carolina

17 AML http://www.amltd.com Euless, Texas

18 Aspen Hybrid Technolog y Solut ions https://aspenhybridtechnologysolution.com/ Berthoud, Colorado

19 Foresig ht  Sport s http://www.foresightsports.com San Diego, California

20 Ulano Corporat ion http://www.ulano.com New York City, New York

21 Allied Mechanical Wisconsin http://www.am-wi.com Greenville, Wisconsin

22 IDL Indust ries http://idlindustries.com Hayden, Idaho

23 Derive Syst ems https://derivesystems.com/ Sanford, Florida

24 Harris Company http://harriscompany Minnesota

25 Newport  News Shipbuilding https://nns.huntingtoningalls.com/ Newport News, Virginia

26 Libert y Eng ineered Wire Product s Upper Sandusky, Ohio

27 SCI, LLC, DBA Command Dig it al http://www.commandcompanies.com Secaucus, New Jersey

28 P&G http://P&G.com Cinci, Massachusetts

29 Frederick Eng ineering http://www.fredeng.com Olano, Illinois

30 RWS Desig n and Cont rols http://rwscontrols.com Roscoe, Illinois

31 Azt ec Washer Company http://www.aztecwasher.com Poway, California

32 21st  Cent ury Plast ics Corporat ion http://www.21stcpc.com Potterville, Michigan

33 DIT-MCO Int ernat ional, LLC http://www.ditmco.com Kansas City, Missouri

34 Jireh Met al Product s http://www.jirehmetal.com Grandville, Michigan

35 PAKO, Inc. http://pakoinc.com/ Mentor, Ohio

36 MCL Indust ries, Inc. http://www.mcldiecutting.com Buchanan, Georgia

37 Rayt heon http://www.rtx.com Andover, Massachusetts

38 Go� Davis Machine https://davismachine.com/ Euless, Texas

39 ASC Capacit ors http://ascapacitor.com Ogallala, Nebraska

40 Adhesives Technolog y http://atcepoxy.com Pompano Beach, Florida

41 Acist  Medical http://www.bracco.com Eden Prairie, Minnesota

42 Sub-Zero Group, Inc. http://subzero-wolf.com Goodyear, Arizona

43 FRP Composit es, Inc. http://www.FRPComposites.com Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin

44 Modern Door Corp. http://plyco.com Walkerton, Indiana

45 Hikma Pharmaceut icals http://www.hikma.com Columbus, Ohio

46 Innovat ive Eng ineers, LLC http://www.innovativeengineersllc.com Allen, Texas

47 Homeland Energ y Solut ions, LLC http://www.homelandenergysolutions.com Lawler, Iowa

48 packwise consult ing http://packwiseconsulting.com Camas, Washington

49 Schrader Bridg eport  Int 'l http://www.schrader-pacific.com Altavista, Virginia

50 Met ro Machine Works Romulus, Michigan

51 Advanced Mat erials Joining  Corp., DBA Advanced Technolog y Company http://at-co.com Pasadena, California

52 Musashi Aut o Part s NA http://www.musashiamericas.com Battle Creek, Michigan

53 XACTIV http://xactiv.com Rochester, New York

54 Akron Foundry http://akronfoundry.com Akron, Ohio

55 Dover http://www.dover.com Downers Grove, Illinois

56 Daniels Eng raving  Co., LLC http://danielsengraving.com San Fernando, California

Search...

Opening Video Source: gorodenko�/Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Michelle Bangert is the managing editor of Quality.
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This Case Studies Special Advertising Section features manufacturing companies with
real-world challenges using quality equipment, so�ware and services to solve their
problems and improve their processes. These problem-solving stories describe myriad
manufacturing challenges and how the correct application of a supplierʼs product or
service made the di�erence, providing quantitative benefits to quality and manufacturing
issues.

The suppliers in this special section present these real-world problems and solutions to
help Quality Magazine subscribers who may have similar experiences.

 

Case Studies

—  S P E C IA L A DV E R TIS ING  S E C TIO N —

Using GAGEtrak®, “audits are a
breeze” for Ahresty Wilmington
Corporation.
Ahresty Wilmington Corporation (AWC), located in
Wilmington, Ohio, services Ahresty s̓ North American
customer base with an e�icient integrated production
system that incorporates die-casting, finishing,
machining and assembly to meet ISO 9001, ISO 14001
and IATF 16949 certification requirements. Founded in
1988, AWC has been recognized with several Quality,
Delivery and Productivity improvement awards while
providing its automotive customers with quality
products at a competitive price.  

To meet this high level of quality and service, AWC has used GAGEtrak Calibration Management So�ware since
1998 to track and manage over three thousand various gages, instruments and pieces of test equipment with
many thousands of annual scheduled calibrations.

Danny Trimble, AWC s̓ primary GAGEtrak user, found GAGEtrak in place when he began with the company
almost ten years ago. Trimble notes that GAGEtrak was originally selected and later upgraded as the preferred
so�ware because it “...o�ered everything we needed to accurately track our many calibrations: flexibility,
individuality, reports, data collection and retrieval... all of it.” Trimble says that GAGEtrak is “the most accurate,
dependable, and timely calibration tracking system ever put in service.”

Key areas in which GAGEtrak has helped Trimble and AWC are data tracking and accuracy. “Time savings is
immense and critical. Data retrieval capabilities are very good. Our TS audits are a breeze with all the
calibration data at our fingertips,” says Trimble. Specifically, Trimble s̓ favorite feature is GAGEtrak s̓ day-to-day
tracking. “I have complete trust in the daily Calibration Due list. It is a key factor in my day-to-day planning.”
Trimble also notes, “[The GAGEtrak] product support is outstanding!”

AWC s̓ vision is to become the world s̓ leading die casting producer and to deliver the highest quality products,
best service and customer satisfaction worldwide and they use GAGEtrak, the world s̓ leading calibration
management so�ware, to help them get there.

CyberMetrics Corporation
1-800-777-7020

https://gagetrak.com
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CASE ST UDY

THE PROBLEM WASNʼT WHETHER THE CLIENT COULD MAKE THE PARTS;
IT WAS WHETHER THE CLIENT COULD TEST SAMPLES IN A RAPID, COST-
EFFICIENT, PRODUCTIVE WAY.  By Jason Palmer

Custom
Crusher

 

How A

Used Precise Motion Data To
Open New Manufacturing

Possibilities

When Donald Engineering sales manager Jim Kortman describes his aluminum extruder client of 28 years, he
reaches for a deceptively simple analogy: the Play-Doh Fun Factory. An aluminum billet goes into an extruder,
the aluminum is heated, a plunger squeezes the material, and formed aluminum emerges in whatever
“profile” shape the die forms.

To reduce overall weight in final assemblies, aluminum structural components are o�en used instead of steel.
The applications of these components can be life-or-death serious, which is why they require the most rigorous
and precise crush analysis. Donald Engineering s̓ client began with making precision-machined aluminum
parts for the o�ice equipment market, then moved into automotive parts, including sunroof tracks and
structural components. The construction of such bent tracks is more nuanced than it might appear. Kortman
likens it to bending a stick over one s̓ knee, wherein the outer side stretches to the point of snapping (tension)
while the inner side crumples and deforms (compression). Achieving such bends with heated material is easier,
but it sacrifices dimensional stability. Thus, the client works with cold (room temperature) extrusion.

Having mastered window tracks, the client moved into extruding other car parts, such as frame rails, bumper
mounts, engine mounts, strut towers, and similar items that promote body rigidity. Of course, structural parts
must be ready to perform in predictable ways in the event of a collision.

“If you think of a car s̓ bumper mounts, those mounts have to collapse at a certain rate,” says Kortman. “And if
they donʼt collapse in that way, absorbing ʻXʼ amount of energy at a certain speed, they donʼt protect the
occupants as designed and donʼt get certified.”

The problem wasnʼt whether the client could make the parts; it was whether the client could test samples in a
rapid, cost-e�icient, productive way.

The DIY Alternative
The client had two immediate choices: send parts out to a certified test center or buy o�-the-shelf test
equipment. Not surprisingly, the first choice would be expensive over time and entail significant delays — o�en
10 days or more just to get one result. During that time, fabrication would have to stop to await the outcome.
Otherwise, there would be the risk of a failed test and having created a lot of scrap that would require rework
or disposal.

As a result, the client turned to choices on the open market. One of the fundamental problems was that the
client had to report its crush data in a specific format. Ready-made testers produced data, but that data
required significant “massaging” to adhere to the desired format. At all points, the “cookie cutter” approach
o�ered by procuring an o�-the-shelf tester introduced compromises, complexity, and hidden a�er-sale costs.
And in the end, the tester wouldnʼt have done everything the client wanted.

Finally, Donald Engineering s̓ Kortman made the client a proposal. “I said, ʻHow about we help you build your
own – to your needs? Weʼll do the hard stu�, and your team can do the basics of the machine assembly.̓
Because of their fabrication capabilities, it wasnʼt hard for them to create the machine to the specifications
they wanted. We helped them build the first one, which worked very well. So, from there this approach evolved
into multiple copies with some design revisions to add capability for new products.”

The resulting four-post press featured a machine-control HMI on its top,
control buttons, a load cell at the bottom, a press frame, press guidance, a
cylinder, a feedback device within the cylinder, a hydraulic proportional valve,
and a Delta Computer RMC75 motion controller configured for one output
axis and inputs for displacement and force. The apparatus must move slowly
and very consistently, so the positional control provided by the Delta RMC was
critical.

To create its custom press, Donald Engineering leveraged its wide portfolio of
hydraulics suppliers to provide the right components, such as cylinders
manufactured by Milwaukee Cylinders and power units from Continental
Hydraulics. This ability to select the ideal component for a specific task is an
important benefit of having a hydraulic distributor such as Donald
Engineering, which also o�ers design, engineering, and programming
services.

Subsequent press designs included high-resolution cameras and dual load cells to show variance in crush
forces for each side. The load cells were built on the same axis as the component, hung just below the press
bearings and press guidance, with each feeding data back to the RMC75. These were necessary because if one
part side started to wrinkle before the other one, the load cells would keep the press platen from canting or
skewing to one side. Also, the client wanted to measure the applied force as the opposite side deformed. 

Kortman estimates the client saved 30% to 50% o� the price of buying an o�-the-shelf tester and ended up
with the exact solution they needed. He notes that not every company has its own internal machine build
group, so savings will vary widely by customer. Also, says Kortman, this customer was able to utilize its own PLC
programming capabilities, which helped to shorten the machine development. Kortman refers to the Delta
RMC as the solution s̓ “key,” without which “machine control and data acquisition would have much more
di�icult to execute. The Delta made this almost child s̓ play compared to the programming” that would have
been required using other control equipment.

From Design To Data
From start to finish, the crush tester took roughly 15
weeks to complete, and that was “working at it quasi-part
time.” Two weeks of that involved programming and
debugging. According to Donald Engineering, Delta
Computer s̓ help was key in making the configuration
process quick and smooth.

“For example,” says Kortman, “Delta helped with some of
the Visual Basic integration. We knew how to code and do
VBA, but we still had questions: How do we get this or that
from the data? How are we going to filter it? Where do we
filter it? Delta came in with a lot of advice and coaching
on how we could do things better.”

The VBA integration was important for automatically porting the crush data into the client s̓ cloud. The Delta
controller provided all the data points in Excel format, then Donald Engineering s̓ VBA implementation turned
that data into display and controls. In turn, this was turned into a PDF for cloud uploading. All of the
“gargantuan” source Excel data (potentially 32 million data points), even down to the seventh decimal place
for displacement and fourth decimal place for newtons of force, remained available for anyone who wanted
to micro-analyze the crush characteristics.

“The machine slowly works through the simulated situation,” explains Kortman. “And all the time, we are
recording the distance — the position — and the average force reported for the two-load cell system. That data
gets captured into the data file. We also have the total force, not the averaged force, captured for the single-
load cell setups. Weʼre closing the loop on velocity and deriving energy absorption over time and distance.
From all the captured data, we get a graph, and that graph has to fit the end energy absorption requirements.”

Better Data For Bigger Opportunities
The extruder client originally created the tester for one energy-absorbing structural piece, which then
developed into other pieces and bumper assemblies, all of which were resounding successes. The company
can now turn sample extrusions into validated, finished products in only a couple of days. However, the system
has so much potential that now it is being used for di�erent simulations at di�erent speeds across a range of
parts. It can accommodate di�erent criteria for crush zones and change how reports look to suit di�erent
reviewersʼ needs.

“There are electro-mechanical companies o�ering direct competition to this,” says Kortman. “But one most
likely wonʼt even get close on life expectancy. Another canʼt do the tonnage and wonʼt fit the size of these
structural components as we get into larger sizes. And there s̓ dealing with their canned so�ware. By the time
youʼre done, youʼre into a custom machine no matter what, so why not start with the one you really want and
need? Because we had the accuracy and flexibility of the Delta controller here, the customer can keep adapting
the tester into new product categories. It s̓ helping them expand their o�erings and win new business.”

Opening Background Image Source: jkitan/E+ via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Jim Kortman, technical sales manager, Donald Engineering – Grand Rapids, MI

Jason Palmer, regional sales manager, Delta Computer Systems. For more information, call (360) 254-8688,
email technicalsales@deltamotion.com or visit deltamotion.com.  
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Products
THE LATEST PRODUCTS TO HELP YOU IMPROVE YOUR MANUFACTURING PROCESS

EMUGE-FRANKEN N.A. Line Of Ring Gages
EMUGE-FRANKEN N.A. has expanded its thread gaging
solutions to include a new line of thread ring gages to
complement its thread gage o�ering. The new line
comprises UNC and UNF Go and No-Go ring gages, in
addition to metric and metric fine Go and No-Go ring gages,
a total of 152 new gages.

The new EMUGE Ring Gages accompany the comprehensive
line of EMUGE Fixed Limit Thread Gages, consisting of Go/
No-Go Plug Gages and Thread Depth Plug Gages that
inspect the pitch diameter and functional thread for
internal-threaded components.    

EMUGE Go and No-Go Ring Gages are manufactured with hardened tool steel for exceptional durability and
feature a fully knurled circumference for maximum gripping ability and safety. No-Go gages are clearly marked
with a red ring. UNC and UNF gages have a 2A tolerance. UNC gages are available in 19 sizes from #2-56 to 2-4 ½
and UNF gages are available in 19 sizes from #0-80 to 1 ½ -12. Metric and metric fine gages have a 6g tolerance.
Metric gages are available in 19 sizes from M2x.4 to M68x6 and metric fine gages are available in 19 sizes from
M8x1 to M48x1. Additional sizes are also available upon request and all gages (UNC, UNF, metric and metric
fine) are furnished with a short form gage certificate at no additional charge. Upon request, long form
certificates are also available.

EMUGE-FRANKEN N.A. (Emuge Corp.) 
www.emuge.com

The AVR-FOV 0.14X automated part programs deliver accurate results to the micron level in a matter of seconds
with “Go/ No-Go” tolerance zones, and data are provided in one easy-to-interpret report. These features allow
metrology users in manufacturing facilities or QC labs to produce accurate, fast, and repeatable results.

Equipped with the M3 so�ware package from MetLogix, a traditional mouse as well as a touchscreen monitor
make user interaction easy and intuitive. Auto part recognition enables creating a part measurement program
that comprises the desired features of a part for inspection, which can automatically be saved in the system or
to a network. Programmable light output options can be built into the program as defined steps, including
being called up as the part recognition program initiates. Once the program is created, placing that part within
the camera s̓ field-of-view allows for the saved program to initiate and run the inspection. A Renishaw Touch
Probe may also be utilized for quick acquisition of discrete points along a part s̓ profile as well as Z-axis
measurements.  

The AVR-FOV 0.14X has an X-Y-Z travel of 12 in. x 8 in. x 8 in. (300mm x 200mm x 200mm). The Starrett AVR-FOV
0.14X Multi-Sensor Vision System is made in the United States.

The L.S. Starrett Company
https://www.starrett.com

Starrett Large Field Of View Multi-Sensor Vision
System
The L.S. Starrett Company has enhanced its AVR300 Multi-
Sensor Vision System with a 0.14 magnification lens
featuring the largest field of view to date for Starrett on the
AVR Series at 2.36 in. x 1.90 in. (60 mm x 48 mm). For greater
e�iciency and accuracy, more of the part can be viewed in
every image on the new AVR-FOV 0.14X system. Due to
“superimage” technology, which allows multiple images to
be stitched together to form one larger image, together
with the system s̓ touch probe technology, the AVR-FOV
0.14X can accurately inspect a wide range of features on
large or complex parts, as well as on multiple small parts.
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COMPUTED  TOMOGRAPHYNDT

Solution to Battery Safety Concerns

 Computed
Tomography’s

A BATTERY IS A GREAT EXAMPLE OF THE VALUE OF CT
COMPARED TO SIMPLE RADIOGRAPHY.

 

BY ANDREW RAMSEY

As the products and materials we manufacture become more structurally complex, industrial radiography
becomes more and more important. Industrial radiography is a method of nondestructive testing that uses
ionizing radiation to inspect internal materials and components and quantify defects and degradation that
could lead to the failure of engineering structures. In the past, simple X-ray radiography was su�icient in
providing an image needed for this inspection. However, because it views structures in 2D, simple radiography
is limited in engineering applications as the objects become more complex. This is where computed
tomography (CT) becomes valuable. Known in the medical field to provide detailed 3D images of the body
noninvasively for diagnostic purposes, CT scans can also be applied to industrial samples for inspection and
diagnosis of quality defects.

With a CT scan, the sample rotates up to 360 degrees while acquiring those X-ray images, producing projection
images from every angle, and providing a 3D map of the X-ray absorption throughout the object. These images
are then reconstructed into a 3D volume. In as little as five minutes, the CT process can build a complete
volumetric representation of an object, producing a highly detailed 3D image of the internal structure and
allowing for nondestructive cross-sections of the sample.

INSPECTING THE SMALLEST DETAILS
A battery is a great example of the value of CT compared to simple radiography, and this value can be
demonstrated through numerous known battery failures from the past decade. Whether found in a cell phone
or in an electric vehicle, batteries both large and small are complex structures made up of numerous small yet
critical parts. In a 2D projection image, layers become superimposed on top of one another creating a messy
and unclear view, making it di�icult - if  not impossible - to pick up the detail needed for these inspections. 2D
images also make it di�icult to identify foreign object debris, short circuits and other manufacturing defects
that impact the quality and longevity of the battery.

A 3D image produced by CT though is detailed enough to visualize the electrode structure in multiple di�erent
planes, providing the ability to capture, visualize and even measure defects in very high resolution and high
magnification imaging. CT scans allow an engineer to virtually cut a battery in any orientation and start to see
the integrity of the roll inside, and more importantly, they can make out the electrodes, the uniformity, and
the integrity of the can and the gasket. This is when resolution is key. In a battery, the higher the level of detail,
the higher the chance that critical components, such as electrodes, gaskets, and separators, can be seen. In
these instances where the failure of small yet critical parts can potentially cause serious damage or injury, CT
provides a valuable way to assure quality control.

Demonstrating how CT can be used in nondestructive analysis, this scan shows a cellphone battery that experienced a thermal event and
in�ated signi�cantly.  

CT is beneficial in the manufacturing and quality control of parts, but also provides an important first step in
failure analysis, giving insight into the specific areas where a failure occurred before any destructive analysis
takes place. The CT images, especially when reviewed alongside electrical response or other thermal data,
could potentially pinpoint the failure down to a specific cell and guide how the object sample should be taken
apart for additional testing. CT allows engineers to create a digital specimen of the failed object, allowing its
structural information to be preserved before it is cut apart. This allows them to go back and interrogate the
object multiple times throughout the failure analysis, serving as an invaluable resource.

Region of interest scans allow engineers to zoom in on small specific zones and gain higher magnification and
resolution. Take the well-known 2017 case of the smartphones that caught fire as an example where the
batteries contained a design flaw that made electrodes susceptible to bending. Those bent electrodes then
had insu�icient insulation which caused excessive heating. With region of interest scans, engineers can
increase the resolution enough to where they can visualize some of the separators, identifying potential issues
and preventing battery failures that may result in injury.

 

 

CT scan image of a standard C-cell 1.5v battery

Full battery packs, while larger in form factor, are still very complex in structure and due to their size create a
larger threat when quality is an issue. In 2013, batteries in several large, commercial aircra� reportedly
experienced thermal events due to a short circuit within one battery cell within one of the plane s̓ two lithium-
ion batteries that led to venting and cell-to-cell propagation causing the battery failure. In one case, a single
event failure was said to have spread to multiple adjacent cells, causing smoke to be emitted, in what could
have led to a disaster.  

This Offset CT scan shows the central region, including the anode and cathode busbars and the tabs connecting the cells to the busbars of an
automotive battery module.

More advanced CT processes can also benefit in the inspection of dense objects, such as metal alloy turbine
blades and metal additive manufactured and cast parts. CT systems with a rotating target dissipate heat
during the process, allowing a smaller spot size for higher energies and powers, leading to higher resolution,
high-contrast images. This allows penetration of high-density parts while achieving micron-accuracy, allowing
engineers to visualize, analyze and measure complex geometry, surfaces, and internal components without
physical sectioning of the sample. Failure analysis is a critical step in addressing reliability or performance
issues within a user s̓ products. From R&D through production line setup and pre-series trial runs to full
production, CT is an indispensable tool that o�ers many advantages for production applications requiring
e�iciency, reliability, and accuracy.

CT imaging can assess quality and structural integrity taking into account the multiple connections,
anticipated swelling of thermal layers, thermal venting, external insulation, among other things - including
ensuring the proper safety structures are in place to prevent a single cell failure from spreading to adjacent
cells or modules.

Image source: Nikon Metrology

Andrew Ramsey, X-ray CT consultant, Nikon Metrology Inc. For more information,
email Andrew.ramsey@nikon.com.
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COMPUTED  TOMOGRAPHYNDT

How Nondestructive Testing
is Driving Sustainable Quality in the Automotive Sector

A casting part is being scanned in a gantry CT system from Waygate Technologies

NDT TECHNIQUES ARE AVAILABLE THAT ARE JUST AS
QUICK AS DESTRUCTIVE METHODS BUT ALSO OFFER

A MORE SUSTAINABLE USE OF RAW MATERIALS.
 

BY PAUL BUSCHKE

The automotive industry is one of the most dynamic industrial sectors worldwide. It manufactures more than
70 million vehicles of ever-increasing technical complexity each year. The sector develops and applies
technologies that set the standard for other industries. The global contribution of this industry to the world
economy is approximately $3.4 trillion (2021 – Mc Kinsey). Yet very little is communicated about the
nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques used for industrial inspection to meet those o�en mutually opposed
pressures of productivity and quality.

In recent years, the automotive industry has been faced with the challenge of accommodating radical and ever
more rapid change on multiple levels. Global mobility trends and rigorous regulations of emissions and fuel
consumption are forcing automotive manufacturers to heavily invest in new drive systems like full electrical
and hydrogen drive trains or optimizing conventional engines. The preferences of drivers on the other hand
dictate the fast-paced development of advanced features that enhance driving comfort, like connectivity and
increasingly autonomous assistance systems. Shouldering these large investments inevitably increases the
cost pressure for OEMs. Digitalizing the development and manufacturing processes can boost production
e�iciency and reduce costs but also entails more new technologies and methods. Throughout these rapid
changes in the automotive manufacturing environment, OEMs and suppliers need to safeguard the quality of
all parts.

In addition, the auto industry is of course also subject to the same ramifications of sustainability e�orts that
a�ect all manufacturing environments. Conserving resources and reducing scrap and waste will be an integral
part of the life cycle of any product in the future. This is also something that modern industrial inspection
methods and technologies can support.

DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY MANAGEMENT
In the early days of the automotive industry, formalized quality control was quite basic. Mass production was
based upon the concept of process repeatability and that repeatability creates consistency, which in turn
means controlled quality. Naturally, there were random checks to ensure that production line operations were
being carried out satisfactorily and these checks mostly involved the destructive examination of a component.
Destructive testing was not exclusively applied, however. In the quality control regimes of many suppliers, for
example, X-ray has been used extensively for decades in the inspection of castings and engine blocks.

Nonetheless, the employment of destructive examination practices is still very much in evidence in the
production environment, even today. This is mainly because they are embedded in the manufacturing culture
but also because destructive techniques o�er a very fast solution to inspection. Unfortunately, they also
create a great deal of scrap, and a lot of re-working is involved, so that considerable costs ensue.

Line of chassis in automotive manufacturing plant

NONDESTRUCTIVE QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Fortunately, nowadays also nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques are available that are just as quick as
destructive methods but also o�er a more sustainable use of raw materials, while providing more
comprehensive and more reliable inspection. Most methods are digital, so the integration of data streams into
a current process flow is a common task.

The first and easiest aspect of any nondestructive inspection however is to look at the designated part. Visual
inspection is thus an integral component of most inspection procedures. In case the part cannot be accessed
directly, video probes are used. In manufacturing environments, this will largely be for final checks to
guarantee that parts and their assembly meet quality standards, correct measurements and are impermeable
to water, for example. Many components and parts like engines will also be inspected this way during the
engineering and development phases.

Radioscopic (X-ray tube and digital detectors) examination is carried out on engine blocks, wheels, and other
safety relevant components. The quality of these examinations continues to improve as X-ray tube technology
and digital image processing continue to evolve. Where conventional radiography (2D) was performed, this is
now increasingly replaced by digital radiographic computed tomography (CT).

Assembly of PHEV-1 cells at ZSW in Ulm, Germany

CT has been used for automotive applications for more than 20 years. In the early days, more basic CT systems
that were based on systems for the medical sector were transferred to industrial laboratory environments to
perform specific inspections. With the advancement of the technology, the role of CT in automotive
inspections has however grown significantly. A number of hardware and so�ware developments for example
today facilitate the use of CT within a production environment and even within assembly lines. Inline-CT
inspection means that scans of battery cells can automatically be performed within the production line. This
relatively new development was predominantly facilitated by so�ware innovations like assisted and automatic
defect recognition (ADR). The field of ADR still holds large untapped potential to increase productivity,
especially in combination with deploying artificial intelligence (AI). A current aim would be a fully automated
production line including quality control systems that automatically sort out corrupted parts and provide
insights on the cause of defects as well as on the stability of the process itself.

Eddy current inspection is another technique that has been adopted by the industry and is used on a variety of
components, such as master cylinders, bearing races and pistons, for crack detection and hardness testing.
Modern eddy current systems feature a high sample frequency to allow inspection at very fast line speeds and
delayed alarm output signals are used to control down-line marking units or accept/reject gates.

Similarly, ultrasonic equipment and systems are increasingly specified to provide integrity testing. Ultrasonics
has long been a preferred technology for weld inspection in many industries and manual ultrasonics is fast
replacing destructive testing, for example in the testing of spot welds.

Gearbox assembly in automotive manufacturing plant

THE EVOLUTION OF NDT FOR AUTOMOTIVE
However, escalating cost pressures and the use of new materials in the automotive industry are doing much to
facilitate and accelerate the deployment of NDT methods and technology. The use of new and di�erent
materials requires new and di�erent joining techniques, such as laser welding and adhesive bonding, where
inspection solutions already exist. It is important that these new inspection solutions can be integrated into
the production line (i.e. inline inspection with ADR). To help OEMs and suppliers meet their sustainability
targets, it is also necessary that NDT solutions improve productivity as well as reduce scrap and rework costs.
Automated inspection is now feasible for a lot of inspection tasks and has the added advantage that feedback
inspection results can be used to positively a�ect control over the relevant process.

EV battery packs

All of the modalities used in NDT today provide an easy-to-understand display and reporting of inspection
results. Naturally, this means that an enormous amount of data is generated. Fortunately, the necessary
so�ware like ADR, data management and interfacing, data archiving, and remote monitoring and diagnostics is
readily available to manage, analyze and store this data. It is even possible to compare and analyze data from
di�erent modalities, even from destructive examinations if those are still conducted.

These developments, both in technology and in attitude, are to be welcomed by automotive manufacturers
and their suppliers alike. Innovative inspection solutions will help drive down costs by reducing scrap and
reworking e�orts. They will help shorten prototype development times by providing accurate and reliable
information of manufactured prototype designs. They will minimize the cost of product recalls, both in
financial terms and in terms of damage to a company s̓ image. The most intelligent NDT inspection solutions in
the market will help automotive manufacturers and suppliers achieve their goal of producing the required
number of highest quality products in the most cost-e�ective manner.

Image source: © Waygate Technologies, ZSW/Waygate Technologies

Paul Buschke is senior key account manager at Waygate Technologies, a Baker
Hughes business. For more information, email paul.buschke@bakerhughes.com or
visit www.waygate-tech.com.
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LIBSNDT

How to EvaluateAccuracy
and Why You Should
Calculate the Error
Margin of Spectroscopy
Measurements

WE MUST BE ABLE TO ESTIMATE THE ERROR IN A
SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENT TO ASSURE

OURSELVES, AND OUR CUSTOMERS, OF THE TRUE
COMPOSITION OF THE MATERIAL.

 

BY MARTY SCHRECK
  

 
As international quality standards become increasingly demanding, you need to be confident in your QC
analysis results – whether you are using an XRF, LIBS or OES analyzer. Without an accurate error margin, you
simply cannot be sure that your parts meet specifications.

Whichever analysis method you use, every measurement made has an error margin associated with it. Usually,
we try to reduce the error margin by using the best and most appropriate measurement system. For example,
to measure a small component, we would use a micrometer and not a meter rule. Yet while the error margin
can be reduced, it is never eliminated.

Once we accept that the error always exists, we can see that the statement such as ʻthe Cr content is 20%ʼ is
incomplete. We need to add an error margin to be sure that our component will meet the specification.

Another thing to watch out for is when the measurement value appears accurate because it has a lot of
significant figures: i.e. the material carbon content is 0.13345%. There is still a level of uncertainty, even if the
value is to five decimal places.

In spectroscopy, we measure because it is essential that our products have the right composition and hence
quality. Therefore, we must be able to estimate the error in a spectroscopy measurement to assure ourselves,
and our customers, of the true composition of the material.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF ERROR
Gross Errors

A gross error would result in a measurement lying completely outside a ʻgreen areaʼ and would probably be
picked up as an anomaly. Process errors, such as sample contamination during preparation, can cause gross
errors as can defective samples, such as cavities in the measurement area, or running the incorrect
measurement routine. Gross errors can be avoided through training and adhering to correct procedures.

Systematic Errors

Systematic errors usually relate to trueness and give a consistent o�set between the mean of the measured
sample and the expected result. These are due to equipment faults, such as a lack of maintenance, worn parts
or poor calibration. As the o�set is consistent for every measurement within a defined area of interest, it s̓
possible to measure the o�set and then incorporate a correction factor into your sample measurements.

Random Errors

Random errors relate to precision. The greater the random variation, the less precise the measurement and the
larger the error margin. Unlike systematic errors, they are unpredictable and are estimated with statistical
methods. These measurement fluctuations can be due to inhomogeneity of the sample, tiny changes in the
measurement environment and the measurement uncertainty of the reference samples used for calibration.

The goal is to increase precision as much as possible with good procedures and well-maintained equipment.
Systematic errors can be determined by a straightforward calculation, whereas random errors follow a
statistical model.

INTRODUCTION OF STATISTICS
Random errors obey statistical laws, which is good news
for us because we can apply basic statistical analysis to
predict them. Let s̓ say that we have measured the height
of every woman in America. If we plotted a graph of
number of people against height, the graph would look
like this.

Image 1: Gaussian curve

There would be more women of average height near the center, and fewer at the tall and short end of the
spectrum. This distribution of results is called a normal distribution. This normal distribution tells us that our
measurement system follows predictable patterns of behavior and gives us the most important value in
estimating the error margin of our measurements – the standard deviation.

Standard deviation (denoted by σ) is a numerical value that tells us by how much the typical (standard) results
di�er (or deviate) from the mean value. In other words, it tells us how spread out the results are.

Going back to our women s̓ height example. If our mean value is 170cm, and we have determined a value for σ
of 2 cm, then we can say with confidence that 68.25% of women in America will be 170 cm +/- 2 cm tall, and
95.45% of women will be 170 cm +/- 4 cm tall.

For our application in spectroscopy, the smaller the value of standard deviation, the narrower the distribution
curve and the more precise our measurements.

In reality, we do not usually measure a large enough sample size to accurately calculate σ for an entire
population. We might just measure the height of women in single town for example. In this case, we say the
standard deviation is ʻestimatedʼ and use the symbol s̓ .̓

TRUENESS ACCURACY OF THE MEAN
Accuracy is how near our measured value is to the expected value. The level of accuracy is dependent upon
two factors:

Precision. The repeatability of measured values. If I measure the same sample several times, at the same point
with the same equipment running the same procedure, how repeatable are my results?

Trueness. If I take several measurements, does the mean value match the expected value? This is also called
the ʻaccuracy of the mean .̓

It is possible to have good precision, yet poor trueness. And it is possible to have high trueness (accuracy of the
mean) and poor precision. For a truly accurate result, we want both high precision and trueness.

Fundamentally, spectroscopy is a comparative analysis method. We calibrate our instruments using standard
reference samples and the instrument uses the results of these measurements to calculate a quantitative
composition of an unknown sample.

This is why the first step in measuring anything is to calibrate the instrument within the desired measurement
range.

However, despite our best e�orts, sometimes our readings deviate from the expected value. This is seen when
we take a certified reference sample with a known composition and measure it in our own instrument. We may
see a di�erence in the measured mean from the expected value.

Regression analysis minimizes this divergence between the certified value and the measured value of the
certified sample. However, you may still see residuals – deviations between reading values and certified values
a�er regression analysis.

Ultimately, with a regression analysis of a large number of samples, the residuals will show the systematic
deviation in the readings, i.e. the o�set of the average of the mean from the expected value. And we can use
this information to calculate the error due to the systematic deviation of the mean.

 
CALCULATION OF TOTAL MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
The ability to accurately estimate the total measurement uncertainty is so important that the regulatory
bodies ISO and BIPM (Bureau International des Poids et Mesures) both give recommendations for ascertaining
measurement uncertainty. Their guidelines are known as GUM: Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement.

WHY CALCULATE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY?
Routinely calculating the confidence interval or error margin in your spectroscopy measurements means you
have to adopt certain extra practices in your operations. For example, you will have to take several
measurements of each part instead of one. You will have to become familiar with the right form of statistical
analysis and then find a way (or choose so�ware) that will make the right calculations every time you make a
measurement. So, why is it so important to calculate the margin of error in spectroscopy?

Firstly, without an accurate error margin, you simply cannot be sure that your parts meet specification as we
have mentioned before. Whether gauging composition or measuring thickness, out of spec parts may result in
rework, scrap, in-field failure and potential reputational damage. If you have accurately determined the
margin of error for your components, you can see more easily if they are likely to be out of specification before
they cause problems for your customers.

Secondly, internationally recognized quality management systems (QMS) include measurement system
analyses (MSA). This means you cannot become certified for some international quality standards unless you
have a robust MSA in place; and that will include a calculation of the measurement uncertainty for your
spectroscopy measurements. For example, the IATF 19649 standard is the automotive industry s̓ most
widespread standard for quality. The standard is designed to be implemented in conjunction with ISO 9001,
and a clause in section 7 of IATF19649 deals exclusively with measurement system analysis. If  you are selling
into the automotive industry, or one like it that demands high quality standards, you will find that a robust
measurement system analysis procedure that includes measurement uncertainty is essential.

We should point out that once the procedures are adopted into your operations, they become second nature.
Once set up correctly, most spectroscopy instruments have the capability to carry out the statistical analysis
calculations for you.

CONCLUSION
There is no such thing as an error-free measurement. Here is what to remember in your quest to search for the
true value:

Individual measurements are not complete if they do not include a measurement uncertainty or
error margin.

Multiple measurements are mandatory to gain the relevant statistical information.

For spectroscopy, we must first calibrate the instrument in our region of interest before the analyzer
can measure quantitively. Systematic errors (accuracy of the mean) can only be determined by
measuring samples of known composition. This has a knock-on e�ect that we can only state
confidence levels for defined areas of interest.

If you take a reading and it is not what you expected, you must consider the uncertainty of your
measurement. This must take into account precision (confidence intervals) and trueness (systematic
deviations from the expected mean).

If you would like to find out more about this topic, visit hhtas.com/search-for-true-values to download a free
detailed guide on how to obtain true values.

Image source: Hitachi High-Tech Analytical Science

Marty Schreck, applications manager for the Americas, Hitachi High-Tech Analytical
Science.
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XRFNDT

How to Measure Metal
Coating Thickness
Using Handheld X-ray
Fluorescence Analyzers

Using Handheld X-ray Fluorescence

Analyzers

HANDHELD XRF IS AN INDISPENSABLE TOOL
IN QUALITY ASSURANCE THAT PROVIDES

MULTIPLE BENEFITS.

BY MATHIEU BAUER

Metal coatings are very commonly used in metal fabrication for decorative purposes or to enhance physical or
chemical properties of metal made item surfaces. Metal coatings can be applied to enhance corrosion
resistance, wear resistance, heat resistance, electrical conductivity, adhesion, solderability, and lubricity of
metals. While over-coating significantly increases the cost of manufacturing, under-coating can cause product
failure. To avoid these setbacks, controlling the coat weight or coating thickness is critical in metal finishing,
fabrication, automotive, and aerospace industries to ensure components have the correct properties and
optimize the cost of production at the same time.

NDT TECHNOLOGIES FOR COATING THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS
Numerous nondestructive testing technologies are available to measure the thickness of metal coatings at-
line for quality control. These technologies are typically used at metal finishing companies or during the
inspection process of raw material in industries using coated metals. While magnetic pull-o� and magnetic
induction gages measure non-magnetic coatings over iron and steel, eddy current gages measure the
thickness of non-conductive coatings, generally paint, over non-magnetic substrates. In contrast, micro-
resistance and ultrasound gages are suitable to measure the thickness of metal coatings over nonmetallic
substrates [1]. Moreover, beta particle backscatter, a technology employing radioactive isotope, can measure
thickness of metal layers over a substrate, provided the substrate and the coating layer have su�iciently
di�erent atomic number or density [1].

Another useful technology to measure the thickness of metal layers is X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry.
The XRF method is based on the irradiation of a specimen using an X-ray tube and the measurement of the
emitted X-ray characteristic from elements contained in the coating layers and the substrate. Because of the
specificity of the measured signals for each element, XRF is suitable to measure the thickness in single and
multiple layers of metal coatings over any type of substrate, making XRF more versatile than the other
technologies. XRF can measure elements from magnesium to bismuth. The main limitation of XRF is related to
the thickness measurement of non-metal coatings like paint, which makes magnetic or eddy current gages
more adequate for these measurements. Still, XRF is capable of measuring the weight or the thickness of
significantly thin coating layers of few atomic layers up to the so-called saturation thickness (typically in the
range of 6 to 60 µm), depending on the density, the average atomic number of the coating layer, and the energy
of the emitted lines used.  

In the past, XRF has been used to measure coating thickness using stationary or benchtop instruments.
However, the specimen must be brought inside or close to the analyzer chamber for analysis using stationary
XRF methods, making measuring coating thickness on large and heavy parts unpractical without cutting
samples. Now, this limitation can be overcome using handheld XRF analyzers, a well-established technology for
metal and alloy identification.

CALIBRATION METHODOLOGIES
One of the key points of traditional and handheld XRF is the calibration approach used. In XRF technology, both
metal substrate and metal coating layer produce characteristic signals. The thickness of layers can be
determined either from the absorption of signal coming from the substrate or from the emission of the
di�erent coating layers [2,3]. A possible approach is developing empirical calibration models.  For this purpose,
one must establish a model between the analytical signals and the thickness or the coat weight of analytical
calibration standards or previously characterized reference samples. The mathematics can be very simple for
monolayer coatings but becomes more complex with multiple layers requiring the use of non-linear models.
For multi-layer coating systems, many standards are needed that may not be available and easy to produce.

Modern instruments use the standardless fundamental parameter calibration that uses a theoretical mode. In
this case, an algorithm uses physical constants to model in an iterative way the physical properties of the
sample from the spectral data. This type of algorithm can handle complex multilayer coatings and substrate of
di�erent composition. The “standardless” name stems from the user s̓ ability to perform measurements
without need of analytical calibration standards. However, it is recommended to use such standards to verify
the accuracy of the instrument and apply corrections to improve accuracy as needed [2,3]. Nonetheless, the
number of standards required is generally much lower than for empirical calibration models.

A1: Def ining sample parameters. Entry of
composition of  substrate and coating
layers     

A2: Results of  analysis for a sample
with Zirconium over galvanized steel.
Lab value for Zr: 38 mg /m2. Nominal
Zn value: ca. 80 g /m2

B: Results of  analysis for a sample with
20µm NiP coating over Kovar
(29%Ni%,17%Co, Balance Fe) substrate.

EXAMPLES
Although the fundamental parameter approach is versatile, it is required to know and define the composition
of the substrate, the sequence, and composition of layers before performing the analysis. Data can be entered
via the user interface of the instrument, as is shown in the example of figure A.1. In this first example, the
substrate is made of a low alloy steel, the first layer is made of zinc and the second is a thin layer of zirconium.
This type of galvanized steel coated with zirconium is used among others for car body panels. The layer of zinc
prevents the oxidation of steel, while the layer containing zirconium further increases corrosion resistance
and ensures better paint adhesion.

Next, one measurement was carried out without previously measuring any calibration standards. The results
of analysis for the layers of zirconium (Zr: 40 mg/m2 ) and zinc (Zn:82723 mg/m2) match well respectively with
the value determined using laboratory techniques for Zr (38 mg/m2) and the expected value for Zn (80000
mg/m2) as it can be seen in figure A2. The accuracy could possibly be improved further based on type
standardization, by empirically adjusting the response of the analyzer to the known values of analytical
calibration standards if deemed necessary.

Finally, another example of how fundamental parameter calibration can handle the analysis of a complex
coatings system is outlined. The substrate is made of Kovar, an alloy that has a coe�icient of expansion similar
to glass which is used for glass sealing in microwaves, power or X-ray tubes. The Kovar alloy is coated with
electroless nickel plating, an alloy made of nickel and phosphorous that provides substantial corrosion and
wear protection. The system is complex for two reasons: the substrate and the coating are not simple metals
but alloys and both also contain nickel at high concentrations. Despite this complexity, advanced fundamental
parameter algorithm can work both in emission (the signal of the coating layer measured) and in absorption
(the signal coming from the layer beneath or the substrate measured to calculate the attenuation caused by
the layer above) and accurately determine the thickness of electroless nickel over Kovar (18.6 µm vs. 20 µm) as
shown in figure B. Also, the results were obtained without previously measuring any calibration standards and
may potentially be improved via type standardization.

CONCLUSION
Handheld XRF helps metal finishing businesses, and all other industries using metals, ensure metal coat
weight or coating thickness specifications are met. Operators can perform analysis according to international
methods such as ISO 3497 [2] and ASTM B568 [3]. Handheld XRF is an indispensable tool in quality assurance
and quality control that provides multiple benefits including:

Verification of alloy grade and composition of incoming material, aside from coating

Optimization of production costs and minimization of product failures  

Coatings that are too thin can result in poor corrosion resistance

Coatings that are too thick lose money by using more product than necessary

Nondestructive analysis avoids cutting and damaging high-value product

Improvement of quality by ensuring consistent coating across a product via multiple measurements

Fast turnaround with real-time results and no sample preparation

Generation of reports and certificates for quality assurance

1. S. Piorek, Coatings, Paint and Thin Film Deposits, Chapter 4 in Portable X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
Capabilities for In Situ Analysis, Edited by Philip Potts and Margaret West, RSC Publishing 2008

2. ISO 3497-2000-Measurements of coating thickness – X-ray spectrometric methods.

3. ASTM B568-98 (2009) Standard Test Method for Measurement of Coating Thickness by X-Ray
Spectrometry.

Image source: Thermo Fisher Scientific

Mathieu Bauer, senior application scientist – associate product manager, Thermo
Scientific Field and Safety Instruments. For more information, call +49 89 36 81 38-55,
email mathieu.bauer@thermofisher.com or visit thermofisher.com/industrial.
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EDDY CURRENTNDT

in Manufacturing Applications

Eddy
Current
Testing

Ideal for lower production volumes, handheld eddy current

instruments are portable and provide real-time visual feedback to
the technician and production crew. Source: Zetec

EDDY CURRENT PROVIDES A BALANCE OF SPEED,
RELIABILITY, COST EFFECTIVENESS, AND VERSATILITY.

BY STEPHEN PETIT

Manufacturers have plenty of options when it comes to inspecting materials and components without having
to destroy or waste them. Nondestructive testing methods range from simple manual and visual techniques to
sophisticated eddy current and ultrasound technologies that can be used for spot-checks or incorporated right
into the production line.

But having lots of options can lead to inconsistent standards and processes. For organizations with multiple
suppliers, it s̓ not unusual for a contract to state that components must be subjected to nondestructive
testing but provide no specifics about inspection frequency or what techniques are acceptable.

“With NDT, there can be big variations in knowledge and capabilities across a company s̓ supplier base,” said
Bablu Ratnaparkhi, chief executive o�icer at Eddy Current Solutions, in She�ield, Ohio. “Some will have well-
established inspection systems while others you only hear from because theyʼre responding to a problem.”

Ratnaparkhi spent more than 30 years in research and development at General Motors and Delphi, specializing
in eddy current inspection systems for heat-treated materials and components. For manufacturers with
rigorous quality programs, the consequences of inconsistent NDT standards among suppliers can be
significant.

“If you accept a defective part, and it goes into your engine, bearing assembly, axle, or transmission, and
there s̓ a recall, every supplier associated with that component is going to be a�ected,” said Ratnaparkhi, who
today is a consultant to automotive OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers. “Taking everything into account, the cost of
shipping or installing a single bad part can easily exceed the cost of the inspection system that would have
caught it.”

Engine shafts have complex geometries that make nondestructive

testing a challenge. A �exible or custom-built eddy current probe
can place the coils close to the surface, increasing the probability

of detection for cracks and other defects. Source: General Motors

NDT IN PRODUCTION
Ratnaparkhi explains that in the automotive industry, a Tier 1 supplier typically conducts nondestructive
testing at two points in the production process: the first is to verify whether the manufacturer has been
supplied with the proper grade of steel; the second is a�er heat treatment.

“Whether youʼre using furnace heat-treating or induction hardening on a part, you want to be certain that the
microstructure is good and there are no cracks or other manufacturing defects,” he said. “By identifying
variations due to case depth, hardness, incorrect heat treatment coil locations, and improper quenching, you
can determine which parts to scrap and then work on processes that might prevent those defects in the
future.”

Inspecting a�er heat treatment can also safeguard against rejecting good parts. So-called “false rejects” occur
when an inspection process and quality standards are imprecise or inconsistent, resulting in scrapped parts
that may have a slight variation but are still serviceable. “Your inspection process may be very good at sorting
defective parts,” Ratnaparkhi said, “but if youʼre also rejecting parts that are not defective, youʼre canceling
out the benefits.”

Flexible eddy current probes keep the coils close

to the material even when the surface is rough
or the geometry is complex. Source: Zetec

ADVANTAGES OF EDDY CURRENT
Of the various NDT techniques available to manufacturers, eddy current provides a balance of speed,
reliability, cost e�ectiveness, and versatility. It can detect surface and sub-surface defects; changes in
metallurgical composition; works with ferrous and non-ferrous materials; and can be used to inspect complex
geometries, variable surfaces, and welds.

The testing process involves a machine or technician placing a probe or coil onto a metal surface. The probe
generates an electromagnetic field that induces electrons to flow into the material. When the electrons
encounter discontinuities in the metal, their flow becomes distorted. An eddy current instrument can capture
these distortions and present them as a graphic on a screen for a technician to interpret.

Eddy current array (ECA) takes eddy current technology a step further. ECA probes have multiple coils in one
assembly, positioned at longitudinal, transverse, or o�-axis orientations firing at coordinated times. This
allows an ECA instrument and probe to capture more data in a single pass.

 IN-LINE INSPECTIONS
For high-volume manufacturing, eddy current inspection systems can be incorporated into the production
line, typically right a�er heat treatment. A machine picks up the part, moves it into the test position, brings the
coil down on the part or li�s the part onto the coil, and sends the signal to the eddy current instrument. There
is no variation from one inspection to the next, and once the test is complete, there is a determination of
“accept” or “reject.”

“Automation ensures that every part is inspected to the same standard, regardless of which machine did the
heat treating or which operator was running the equipment or whether youʼre in Ohio or someplace overseas,”
said Ratnaparkhi.

Eddy current probes can be customized to the shape of a component—imagine a probe that nestles perfectly
into the teeth of a spline sha�, for example, or presses to cover the surface of a hinge—allowing the eddy
current coils to stay close and nominally perpendicular to the material. Inspections are fast, clean, consistent,
keep the line moving, and are more likely to reduce unnecessary scrap.

HANDHELD TOOLS
For lower production volumes, the latest generation of handheld eddy current instruments have the
processing power, so�ware, and battery life to perform inspections virtually anywhere, with C-Scan capability
that provides real-time visual feedback to the technician.

“Portable eddy current instruments are easy for an operator to handle, and they generate a valuable digital
record of inspection that can be stored, analyzed, and compared against a history of results,” said Jesse
Herrin, eddy current product manager at Zetec, a developer of nondestructive testing instruments, probes,
and so�ware. “Theyʼre ideal for low production runs or any time you need to do a spot inspection, and can be
used with probes that are flexible or built for a specific shape or surface.”

ALTERNATIVES TO EDDY CURRENT
There are other nondestructive techniques for materials and components but each involves a set of greater
compromises compared to eddy current.

Magnetic testing (MT) uses magnetic fields to locate surface and near-surface discontinuities in ferromagnetic
material. Fine ferromagnetic particles are applied to the material and are drawn into any surface-breaking
defects. While the cost of MT is relatively low, the process is time consuming, disruptive to manufacturing,
messy, and depends on an individual operator s̓ ability to see and interpret indications of defects.

Ultrasonic testing (UT) uses high-frequency sound energy to indicate flaws both on and beneath the surface.
Ultrasonic waves enter the material at precise intervals and a set angle. When a wave encounters a defect,
some of that energy is reflected back and generates an echo. The time it takes for that energy to reflect back to
the probe is calculated and analyzed by the test instrument and presented instantaneously as a graphic on a
screen.

UT is highly e�ective at detecting surface and subsurface flaws but cannot detect low hardness or poor
microstructure as e�ectively as eddy current.

THE RIGHT BALANCE
With the right combination of instruments and probes, eddy current can detect a wide range of defects in
materials and finished components, which increases probability of detection and ultimately product quality.

Whether testing is automated and incorporated into the production line or takes place at a bench-top with a
handheld instrument and probe, eddy current technology continues to evolve in ways that produce
inspections that are quick to set up and complete. Given the full range of techniques available, eddy current
can strike the right balance of inspection speed, detection capability, and cost e�ectiveness—without having
to destroy the piece youʼre testing.

Stephen Petit, technical writer, Zetec. For more information, email info@zetec.com
or visit zetec.com.
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Accurate Technology (ProScale)

270 Rutledge Rd., Unit E
 Fletcher, NC 28732-9399
 (828) 654-7920

 sales@proscale.com 
 www.proscale.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Gage manufacturer for length, width, thickness measurement of big products. Since 1989, we have
made simple encoder and complete turnkey solutions for measuring tubes, extrusions, shafts,
sheets, panel goods, sheets, tiles, and much more. Ranges up to 30 feet, accuracy to +/-.002
inches. We also manufacture linear encoders for thousands of applications. Made in USA

**Product Categories**

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

Encoders

Gages, Electronic

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, Length of Travel

Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Readout Devices, Digital

Readout Devices, Digital

Sensors, Capacitive

Sensors, Inductive

Stages, Coordinate Measuring Equip.

Transducers, Linear Displacement

Turnkey Gaging Systems

Video Inspection Systems
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

AlisQI

P.O. Box 8371 
 Utrecht, OUS 3503 RJ 

 31-85-7600975 
 info@alisqi.com 
 https://www.alisqi.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

AlisQI is an easy to implement and integrate, flexible and cloud-based Quality Management platform.
We enable manufacturing companies to make their quality management data driven, automated and
omnipresent. More than 70 factories worldwide use our platform for Quality Control, Quality
Assurance and QESH management. We help our customers to reduce waste by up to 15%, increase
their quality level and save up to 20% on time.

**Product Categories**

Corrective Action Tracking Systems

Document Control

Quality Alert Notification

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Total Quality Management

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT)

1711 Arlingate Ln. 
 Columbus, OH 43228 

 (614) 274-6003 
 customersupport@asnt.org 

 https://www.asnt.org 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Serving more than 22 000 members and certificate holders worldwide, ASNT, based in Columbus,
Ohio, is the largest technical society for NDT professionals. ASNT certification and standards
programs, publications, conferences, education, membership, and professional development
programs are the foundation for expanding awareness of advancements in NDT. Governed by a
volunteer group of officers and directors, ASNT is organized by councils representing interests
relating to certification, engineering, research, education, and section operations.

**Product Categories**

Management Service Certification

NDT Services

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Training, Certification

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

CAPTURE 3D

Corporate 3207 S. Shannon St. 
 Santa Ana, CA 92704 

 (714) 546-7278 
 info@capture3d.com 

 https://www.capture3d.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

CAPTURE 3D is a leader in innovative 3D metrology solutions that optimize 3D scanning, inspection,
and reverse engineering applications for product development, manufacturing, and production.  Our
advanced technology and intelligent software quickly obtains accurate full part geometry to rapidly
solve engineering issues, prevent future problems, eliminate costs/iterations, while improving quality.

**Product Categories**

3-D Measurement Services

Benchmarking

CMM Inspection Services

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Portable

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Dimensional Inspection Services

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

First Article Inspection Services

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing Services

Geometry Measurement Equip.

Laser Measurement Systems

Laser-Based Measurement Equip.

Lean Manufacturing

Measuring Machines

Metrology Services

NDT Services

Noncontact Inspection Services

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Optical Measurement Equip.

Optical Scanners

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Probes, CMM

Problem Solving

Process Control

Process Control

Process Control Equip.

Quality Function Deployment

Quality Management Services

Reverse Engineering Services

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Scanners, 3D Scanning Equip.

Scanners, White Light Scanners

Sensors

Shape Metrology

Smart Cameras

Software

Statistical Process Control

Strategic Quality Planning

Surface Analysis Equip.

System Integrators

Vision Systems

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Geoform Inc.

16832 Gramercy Pl. 
 Gardena, CA 90247 
 (424) 292-3407 

 info@geoform.com 
 https://www.geoform.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

In business since 1986, specializing in dimensional inspection / first article inspection, reverse
engineering, and 3-D scanning. Our clients range from small job shops and manufacturers to leading
firms in commercial, industrial, defense, automotive, medical, and aerospace markets.  ISO 9001
registered, AS9100 certified, ISO 17025 & NADCAP M&I accredited.

**Product Categories**

3-D Measurement Services

CMM First Article Inspection Calibration

CMM Inspection Services

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, PPAP

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

Dimensional Inspection Services

First Article Inspection Services

Form & Roundness Testing Services

Form/Shape/Surface/Contour Calibration

ID/OD Measurement Services

Laboratories

Laser Inspection Services

Management Service Certification

Metrology Services

Noncontact Inspection Services

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Reverse Engineering Services

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Hoto Instruments

3100 Dundee Rd., Ste. 707 
 Northbrook, IL 60062 

 (847) 564-2260 
 info@hoto-instruments.com 

 https://www.hoto-instruments.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Hoto Instruments offers durometers and manual or motorized constant load stands, digital torque
screwdrivers and wrenches, torque testers and checkers for manual torque wrenches, electric drivers
and impact tools, LED stroboscopes, digital tachometers and speed meters. Hoto Instruments is ISO
9001certified and ISO/IEC 17025 accredited with a knowledgeable sales/engineering staff.  

**Product Categories**

Creep Testers

Durometers

Encoders

Hardness Testers

Indicators, Speed

Stands, Test

Stroboscope Equipment

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Ultraviolet (UV) Equipment

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Imada Inc.

3100 Dundee Rd., Ste. 707 
 Northbrook, IL 60062 

 (800) 373-9989 
 imada@imada.com 

 https://www.imada.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Imada, Inc. specializes in mechanical and digital force gauges, manual and motorized test stands,
digital torque screwdrivers, wrenches, torque testers and LED stroboscopes. Backed by our
customer service plan: Knowledgeable, experienced sales/engineering staff; Custom applications;
Fast delivery ; Fast calibration/repair.  ISO 9001 registered and ISO/IEC 17025 accredited.

**Product Categories**

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Bond Testers

Cable Testers

Calibration Equip., Force

Compression Testers

Creep Testers

Durometers

Friction Testers

Gages, Force

Hardness Testers

Indicators, Speed

Materials Test Equipment

Meters, Tension

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Plastics Test Equipment

Shear Testers

Spring Testers

Stands, Test

Stroboscope Equipment

Tensile Testers

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Universal Testing Machines

Wire Crimp Pull Tester
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Ledford Gage Lab Inc.  sells and calibrates precision tools and measurement equipment. One of the
country's largest independent dimensional calibration labs, we can provide accredited, long form
NIST traceable calibration reports for precision tools, gage blocks, thread and cylindrical gages,
torque and force equipment.

**Product Categories**

Calibration Labs

Dead Weight Tester Calibration

Dimensional Inspection Services

Dimensional Measurement Equipment Calibration

Durometer Calibration

Force Calibration

Gage Block Calibration

Hand Gage Calibration

Hardness Tester Calibration

Mechanical Testing Services

Metrology Services

Repair Services

Surface Plate Calibration

Thread Inspection Services

Torque Calibration

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

LK Metrology Inc.

29550 W.K. Smith Dr., Unit B
 New Hudson, MI 48165

 United States
 Phone: (810) 263-6100

 Fax: (810) 263-6101
 sales.us@lkmetrology.com  

 www.lkmetrology.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

LK Metrology is a global manufacturer of dimensional metrology solutions. These include coordinate
measuring machines, multi-sensor systems, laser scanners, portable arms and software for varying
needs of manufacturers, both today and in the future.

**Product Categories**

CMM Calibration

CMM Inspection Services

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), CNC/DNC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Calibration Services

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Mark-10 Corp.

11 Dixon Ave.
 Copiague, NY 11726

 (631) 842-9200
 info@mark-10.com

 www.mark-10.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Mark-10 engineers and manufactures force and torque measuring gauges, systems, and
accessories. From peel testing to tensile testing, from spring testing to weld strength testing, we help
Quality Control and R&D professionals around the globe assess and ensure product quality. Our
products are made in the USA, and are covered by a 3-year warranty with free lifetime support.   

**Product Categories**

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Bond Testers

Calibration Equip., Force

Calibration Labs

Compression Testers

Creep Testers

Dynamometers

Flexure Testers

Friction Testers

Gage Repair

Gages, Force

Gages, Strain

Indicators, Torque

Load Cells

Materials Test Equipment

Meters, Tension

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Plastics Test Equipment

Repair Services

Shear Testers

Spring Testers

Stands, Test

Stiffness Testers

Tear Testers

Tensile Testers

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Torsion Testers

Transducers, Torque

Universal Testing Machines

Wire Crimp Pull Tester

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

MARPOSS
3300 Cross Creek Pkwy.

 Auburn Hills, MI 48326
 (248) 364-2718

 marposs@us.marposs.com 
 www.marposs.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Marposs is a leading global supplier of precision metrology equipment for improving productivity and
reducing cost in manufacturing. Our shop-floor solutions include manual and automatic gages,
compensation systems; touch probes, laser toolsetters; sensors; hardware & software for data
collection & analysis; NDT systems and Machine Monitoring Solutions (MMS).

**Product Categories**

Analog Indicators

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

CMM Programming/Simulation

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Detectors, Broken Tool

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

Eddy Current Test Systems & Equipment

Fixtures, Gaging

Gage Calibration/Management

Gage Masters

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Gages, Air ID Measurement

Gages, Air OD Measurement

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Automatic Size Control

Gages, Bore

Gages, Chamfer

Gages, Depth

Gages, Dial Indicator

Gages, Dial Indicator Snap

Gages, Electronic

Gages, Electronic Column

Gages, Electronic ID Measurement

Gages, Electronic OD Measurement

Gages, Electronic Snap

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixed Limit Plug

Gages, Fixed Limit Ring

Gages, Fixed Limit Thread

Gages, Fixture & Special Tooling

Gages, Flatness

Gages, Flush

Gages, Gear

Gages, Geometry

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, In-Process

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

Gages, Plug & Ring, Thread

Gages, Spline

Gages, Thickness, Electronic

Gages, Thread, Indicating

Gear Inspection System

Gear Measurement Equip.

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Geometry Measurement Equip.

Indicators, Dial, Contact Points

Indicators, Mechanical Dial & Electronic

Laser-Based Measurement Equip.

Leak Detection Equipment

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Optical Measurement Equip.

Probes, Touch-Trigger

Process Control Equip.

Readout Devices, Digital

Roundness/Cylindricity Measurement Equip.

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Surface Analysis Equip.

Transducers, Linear Displacement

Turnkey Gaging Systems
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Q-Mark Manufacturing Inc.

30051 Comercio
 Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2106

 (949) 457-1913
 sales@cmms.com 

 www.cmms.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

SAME-DAY STYLI. Q-Mark Manufacturing Inc. offers same-day order fulfillment on machine tool &
CMM probe styli. Proudly made in the USA and unconditionally guaranteed since 1992. The Q in Q-
Mark stands for quality. We are ISO 9001:2015 certified. Order online at CMMS.com. Q-Mark
Guarantee: The Q in Q-Mark stands for quality. We are committed to doing it right the first time.

**Product Categories**

Ceramics, Metrology

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Probes, CMM

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Q-PLUS Labs

13765-E Alton Pkwy. 
 Irvine, CA 92618 

 (949) 380-7758 
 qplus@qpluslabs.com 

 https://www.qpluslabs.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Premier full-service precision dimensional measurement and inspection laboratory providing a wide
array of quality measurement services, products, and solutions. Dimensional inspection, first articles,
reverse engineering, 3D scanning & analysis, profilometry. Products include a full line of measuring
instruments and systems. ISO 9001 registered, AS9100  & ISO 13485 certified, & ISO 17025
accredited.

**Product Categories**

3-D Measurement Services

AS-9100, Consulting

AS-9100, Training

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Analog Indicators

Analysis/DOE

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

Borescopes, Video

CAD/CAM

CMM Calibration

CMM First Article Inspection Calibration

CMM Inspection Services

CMM Programming/Simulation

CNC Controls & Digital Readouts

CT Scanning Services

Calibration Equip., Mechanical

Calibration Labs

Calipers

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, PPAP

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Compression Testers

Consulting Services

Contour Analysis

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), CNC/DNC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Calibration Services

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Cylindrical

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Manual

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Portable

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

Cylindricity Measurement Equip.

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Dimensional Inspection Services

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

Dimensional Measurement Equipment Calibration

Failure Analysis Services

First Article Inspection Services

Fixtures, CMM

Fixtures, Gaging

Flatness Testers

Flexure Testers

Force Calibration

Form & Roundness Testing Services

Form/Shape/Surface/Contour Calibration

Gage Blocks

Gage Masters

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Gage Stands

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Bore

Gages, Chamfer

Gages, Depth

Gages, Dial Indicator

Gages, Electronic Column

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixture & Special Tooling

Gages, Flush

Gages, Force

Gages, Gap

Gages, Gear

Gages, Geometry

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, In-Process

Gages, Laser

Gages, Laser Profiling

Gages, Pin

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

Gages, Plug & Ring, Thread

Gages, Thickness, Coatings - Contact

Gages, Thickness, Electronic

Gages, Thickness, Laser

Gages, Thickness, Noncontact

Gages, Thread

Gaging Accessories

Gear Inspection Services

Gear Inspection System

Gear Measurement Equip.

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing Services

Geometry Measurement Equip.

Graphics

Hard Gage Calibration

Hardness Testers

ID/OD Measurement Services

ISO 13485, Consulting

ISO 13485, Training

ISO 9001: 2015, Consulting

ISO 9001: 2015, Training

Indicators, Mechanical Dial & Electronic

Laboratories

Laser Inspection Services

Laser Measurement Systems

Laser-Based Measurement Equip.

Load Cells

Machine Vision Equipment

Management Service Consultants

Measuring Machines

Mechanical Testing Services

Metrology Services

Micrometers

Micrometers, Bench

Micrometers, Thread

Microscopes, General Purpose

Microscopes, Measuring

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Inspection Services

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Optical Comparator Charts

Optical Comparators

Optical Comparators, Accessories

Optical Equipment Calibration

Optical Measurement Equip.

Optical Scanners

Other Calibration Services

Other Management Services

Other Software Applications

Other Testing, Inspection, Measurement Services

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Plates, Surface

Probes, CMM

Probes, Touch-Trigger

Problem Solving

Process Control

Process Control

Quality Management Services

Reverse Engineering Services

Roundness/Cylindricity Measurement Equip.

Scanners, 3D Scanning Equip.

Scanners, Laser Scanners

Scanners, White Light Scanners

Sensors

Sensors, Optical

Shape Metrology

Software

Spring Testers

Spring Testing Services

Stages, Coordinate Measuring Equip.

Stands, Indicator

Statistical Process Control

Stiffness Testers

Strategic Quality Planning

Surface Analysis Equip.

Surface Contour & Profile

Surface Finish & Texture

Surface Finish Analysis Services

Surface Finish Equip., Averaging

Surface Finish Equip., Profiling

Surface Plate Calibration

Surface Waviness

Tapes / Rules, Measuring

Tear Testers

Tensile Testers

Thickness Testers, Coating

Thickness Testers, Ultrasonic

Thin Film Measurement Equip.

Thread Inspection Services

Training

Training & Consulting Services

Training, Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing

Training, Metrology

Training, Quality

Turnkey Gaging Systems

Universal Testing Machines

V-Blocks, Straight Edge

Video Accessories

Video Inspection Systems

Video Machines & Systems

Videoscopes

Vision Inspection Systems

Vision Inspection, Components/Peripherals

Vision System Integrators Services

Vision Systems

X-ray Machines
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

SigmaXL Inc.

305 King St. W., Ste. 503 
 Kitchener, ON N2G 1B9 

 (888) 744-6295 
 sales@sigmaxl.com 

 https://www.sigmaxl.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Established in 1998, SigmaXL Inc. is a leading provider of user friendly Excel Add-ins for Lean Six
Sigma graphical and statistical tools and Monte Carlo simulation. SigmaXL has over 100,000 users
in more than 180 countries. Customers include market leaders like DHL, FedEx, Hanes, Motorola,
NASA, Shell, Sonoco, Southwest Airlines and Tyson Foods. SigmaXL software is also used by
numerous colleges, universities, and government agencies.  

**Product Categories**

Analysis/DOE

CMM Programming/Simulation

Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Graphics

Other Software Applications

Process Control

Quality Function Development (QFD)

Regression Analysis

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Six Sigma

Total Quality Management

Training
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Webster Instrument Inc.

11856 Mississippi Ave.
 Los Angeles, CA 90025-6115

 (310) 479-6770
 www.websterinstrument.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Since 1932, Webster Instrument, Inc. has manufactured portable WEBSTER® Hardness Testers to
support a variety of quality control applications. We currently produce three models of our hardness
tester to accommodate different material types and sizes. Our extremely experienced staff has
specialized in the production, calibration, repair and support of our testers for over 89 years. All of
our products are manufactured and assembled in the U.S.A. from domestically sourced materials.

**Product Categories**

Hardness Testers

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Western Gage Corp.

3316-A Maya Linda
 Camarillo, CA 93012-8059

 (800) 423-5062
 sales@westerngage.com 

 www.westerngage.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Western Gage Corporation, Manufacture of Dimensional Air & Electronic Gages, Custom Gages and
Fixtures along with State of the Art Air Gage Readouts. Providing the industry with Custom
Production Gaging Solutions since 1968.

**Product Categories**

Dimensional Inspection Services

Gage Masters

Gage Repair

Gages, Air ID Measurement

Gages, Air OD Measurement

Gages, Air Snap

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixed Limit Plug

Gages, Fixed Limit Ring

Gages, Flatness

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

ID/OD Measurement Services
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